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HIGH SCHOOL COURSES, WORLD HISTORY STUDIES

§113.40. Implementation of Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for Social Studies, High School, Beginning with School Year 20112012.

The provisions of §§113.41113.48 of this subchapter shall be implemented by school districts beginning with the 20112012 school year.

Source: The provisions of this §113.40 adopted to be effective August 23, 2010, 35 TexReg 7232; amended to be effective October 17, 2011, 36 TexReg 6946.

§113.42. World History Studies (One Credit), Beginning with School Year 20112012.

WH.Intro.1 World History Studies is a survey of the history of humankind. Due to the expanse of world history and the time limitations of the school year, the

scope of this course should focus on "essential" concepts and skills that can be applied to various eras, events, and people within the standards in

subsection (c) of this section. The major emphasis is on the study of significant people, events, and issues from the earliest times to the present.

Traditional historical points of reference in world history are identified as students analyze important events and issues in western civilization as well as

in civilizations in other parts of the world. Students evaluate the causes and effects of political and economic imperialism and of major political

revolutions since the 17th century. Students examine the impact of geographic factors on major historic events and identify the historic origins of

contemporary economic systems. Students analyze the process by which constitutional governments evolved as well as the ideas from historic

documents that influenced that process. Students trace the historical development of important legal and political concepts. Students examine the

history and impact of major religious and philosophical traditions. Students analyze the connections between major developments in science and

technology and the growth of industrial economies, and they use the process of historical inquiry to research, interpret, and use multiple sources of

evidence.

WH.Intro.2 The following periodization should serve as the framework for the organization of this course: 8000 BC-500 BC (Development of River Valley

Civilizations); 500 BC-AD 600 (Classical Era); 600-1450 (Post-classical Era); 1450-1750 (Connecting Hemispheres); 1750-1914 (Age of Revolutions);

and 1914-present (20th Century to the Present). Specific events and processes may transcend these chronological boundaries.
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSES, WORLD HISTORY STUDIES

WH.Intro.3 To support the teaching of the essential knowledge and skills, the use of a variety of rich primary and secondary source material such as state papers,

legal documents, charters, constitutions, biographies, autobiographies, speeches, letters, literature, music, art, and architecture is encouraged.

Motivating resources are available from museums, art galleries, and historical sites.

WH.Intro.4 The eight strands of the essential knowledge and skills for social studies are intended to be integrated for instructional purposes. Skills listed in the

social studies skills strand in subsection (c) of this section should be incorporated into the teaching of all essential knowledge and skills for social

studies.

WH.Intro.5 A greater depth of understanding of complex content material can be attained by integrating social studies content and skills and by analyzing

connections between and among historical periods and events. The list of events and people in this course curriculum should not be considered

exhaustive. Additional examples can and should be incorporated. Statements that contain the word "including" reference content that must be

mastered, while those containing the phrase "such as" are intended as possible illustrative examples.

WH.Intro.6 Students identify the role of the U.S. free enterprise system within the parameters of this course and understand that this system may also be

referenced as capitalism or the free market system.

WH.Intro.7 Throughout social studies in Kindergarten-Grade 12, students build a foundation in history; geography; economics; government; citizenship; culture;

science, technology, and society; and social studies skills. The content, as appropriate for the grade level or course, enables students to understand

the importance of patriotism, function in a free enterprise society, and appreciate the basic democratic values of our state and nation, as referenced in

the Texas Education Code (TEC), §28.002(h).

WH.Intro.8 Students understand that a constitutional republic is a representative form of government whose representatives derive their authority from the consent

of the governed, serve for an established tenure, and are sworn to uphold the constitution.

WH.Intro.9 State and federal laws mandate a variety of celebrations and observances, including Celebrate Freedom Week.

WH.Intro.10 Students identify and discuss how the actions of U.S. citizens and the local, state, and federal governments have either met or failed to meet the ideals

espoused in the founding documents.

WH.1 History. The student understands traditional historical points of reference in world history. The student is expected to:History. The student understands traditional historical points of reference in world history. The student is expected to:

WH.1A Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following events from 8000 BC to 500 BC: theIdentify major causes and describe the major effects of the following events from 8000 BC to 500 BC: the

development of agriculture and the development of the river valley civilizations.development of agriculture and the development of the river valley civilizations.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSES, WORLD HISTORY STUDIES

Identify, Describe

CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF SPECIFIC EVENTS BETWEEN 8000 BC AND 500 BC

Including, but not limited to:

Development of agriculture

Known as Neolithic or Agricultural Revolution

Causes

Hunting and gathering bands scattered seeds near campsites resulting in the growth of crops

Climate changes that created a rise in temperatures resulted in longer growing seasons and drier land.

Effects

Shift from food gathering to food producing.

Establishment of permanent settlements and eventually the first cities.

Writing developed as a method of record keeping related to farming and flooding of the rivers.

A need for oversight of irrigation systems led to the development of government.

Settled communities created common cultures and were characterized by less social equality in comparison to hunting and

gathering societies.

Villages were susceptible to attacks from outsiders and susceptible to natural disasters.

Close proximity of people facilitated the spread of disease.

Development of River Valley Civilizations

Causes

Spread of agricultural practices and the domestication of animals allowed for more sophisticated and larger settlements to

emerge.

The first large settled societies emerge where there was access to fresh water, along the Tigris/Euphrates, the Nile, the Indus

and the Huang He rivers. 

Periodic flooding of the rivers provided rich fertile soil for sustaining agricultural surplus and increasing populations.

Effects

Civilization emerged with common political, economic, and cultural patterns.

Surplus agricultural output allowed some not to farm and new specialization of labor emerged.

Social divisions became more pronounced as ownership of land became a determinant of wealth.

Organized religions developed, first distinguished as mostly polytheist

Advances were made in mathematics, time keeping, metal working and monumental building
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Law codes were introduced

WH.1B Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following events from 500 BC to AD 600: theIdentify major causes and describe the major effects of the following events from 500 BC to AD 600: the

development of the classical civilizations of Greece, Rome, Persia, India (Maurya and Gupta), China (Zhou, Qin,development of the classical civilizations of Greece, Rome, Persia, India (Maurya and Gupta), China (Zhou, Qin,

and Han), and the development of major world religions.and Han), and the development of major world religions.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify, Describe

CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF SPECIFIC EVENTS BETWEEN 500 BC AND AD 600: THE DEVELOPMENT OF CLASSICAL

CIVILIZATIONS IN GREECE, ROME, PERSIA, INDIA, AND CHINA, AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF MAJOR WORLD

RELIGIONS

Including, but not limited to: 

Development of Classical Civilizations 

Causes

The River Valleys served as the geographic center from which new civilization emerged as leaders used more advanced

military tactics to conquer nearby groups of people and territory.

Effects

Governments became more complex as empires emerged with bureaucratic structures.

Empires developed in the Mediterranean region (Persia, Greece, Rome), India (Maurya and Gupta)  and China (Zhou, Qin, and

Han)

Empire was established as the predominate form of political organization

Future civilizations copied, emulated, and built upon classical empires

Trade expanded as did the establishment of routes such as the Silk Routes

Military technology advances improved the capacity to control territory and defeat enemy military forces

Increased social stratification and emergence of patriarchal social systems

 

Development of Major World Religions

Causes

Religions and belief systems emerged as humanity began to explore the questions of “Where did humanity come from?”,
“What is the purpose of life?”, and “What happens after death?”
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Effects

Spread of various religious/philosophical traditions, including Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Daoism, Legalism,

Judaism, Christianity

Religion was often used to support or justify a ruler’s authority, such as the Mandate of Heaven
Cultural diffusion as missionaries used trade routes to spread religious teachings

Reinforcement of patriarchal social structure

WH.1C Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning points in world historyIdentify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning points in world history

from 600 to 1450: the spread of Christianity, the decline of Rome and the formation of medieval Europe; thefrom 600 to 1450: the spread of Christianity, the decline of Rome and the formation of medieval Europe; the

development of Islamic caliphates and their impact on Asia, Africa, and Europe; the Mongol invasions and theirdevelopment of Islamic caliphates and their impact on Asia, Africa, and Europe; the Mongol invasions and their

impact on Europe, China, India, and Southwest Asia.impact on Europe, China, India, and Southwest Asia.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify, Describe

CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF IMPORTANT TURNING POINTS IN WORLD HISTORY FROM 600 TO 1450

Including, but not limited to: 

Spread of Christianity

Causes

Pax Romana and the efficient Roman roads allowed Christian missionaries to travel throughout the Roman Empire safely

Urban nature of the Roman Empire created settings where missionaries were able to address large crowds speaking a

common language, generally Greek or Latin

Christianity was attractive to all social classes within the Roman Empire as the teachings professed the equality of believers

Cultural convergence of Roman and Christian traditions created cultural unity

Edict of Milan in 312 AD made Christianity a tolerated religion in the Roman Empire ending official persecution

Conversion of the Germanic tribes spread the religion to northern Europe

Effects

Unified a politically decentralized Europe with a common culture and common usage of Latin

Roman Catholic Church amassed large amounts of landholdings and emerged as a powerful political force

Biblical and classical works were preserved by Christian monks acting as scribes

Construction of cathedrals and numerous abbeys throughout Europe often serving as the center of town life

Decline of Rome and formation of Medieval Europe
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Causes

Political upheaval, civil wars, plague, empire too large to manage, bloated bureaucracy, inflation, failure to advance

technologically, and barbarian (Germanic tribes) invasions all contributed to bring about the collapse of the Roman Empire

Christianity spreads to the Germanic tribes after the conversion of Clovis

Medieval rulers such as the Frankish king Charlemagne hoped to rebuild the Roman Empire

Charlemagne’s empire is divided and fragments after his death
Threats from the Vikings and Magyars causes a need for military protection

Without political unity to provide military protection (once provided by the Romans and the Franks), feudalism develops as

does a local, manorial economic system due to dangers along trade routes

Effects

Europe is culturally unified by Christianity

Decentralized political patterns emerge through feudalism while the local manor was the economy of daily life (manorialism)

Monastic  traditions develop with monks and nuns forming religious communities eventually serving as hospitals, libraries,

hotels, and copying texts for preservation

An Eastern/Western divide emerges in Europe after Constantinople becomes the capital of the Byzantine Empire and the a

new center Christianity in the Eastern Orthodox Church

Development of the Islamic caliphates and impact on Asia, Africa, and Europe

Causes

Arab soldiers unified by Islam and attracted by the promise of plunder conquered territory from Spain to India across North

Africa, Arabia and Anatolia

The Sassanid and Byzantine Empires were weak and therefore vulnerable to invasion

New converts were made in the conquered territories, especially among those already familiar with monotheism

Following Muhammad’s death no successor had been provided, so political struggles followed with the Four RightlyGuided
Caliphs and eventually the emergence of the Umayyad caliphate establishing an empire with a highly bureaucratic structure

Effects

Islam served to politically and culturally unify Arabs, Persians, and many other ethnic groups in the territories conquered by

the caliph

Trade was promoted as merchants were given high social status. Trade flourished along the Silk Routes and in the Indian

Ocean.

Cultural diffusion spread knowledge along the trade routes including advances in mathematics, translations of Classical Greek

texts, and new medical practices, as well as the construction of mosques, hospitals, schools, orphanages, and libraries

across the region
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Europeans and Muslims fight in the Crusades, yet contact promotes a revival of trade and economic development in Europe

Mongol invasions and their impact on Europe, China, India, and Southwest Asia

Causes

Mongols began raiding and trading with settled societies, possibly because of changing environmental conditions on the

steppe

Mongols adeptness at  mobility and skillful tactics as warriors resulted in huge conquests

Mongols were unified under one ruler, Genghis Khan

Effects

Created the largest land-based empire across Eurasia which facilitated the spread of products and disease.

Facilitated peacefully travel and trade along the Silk Road heralding the Pax Mongolica

Conquered Beijing in 1215, placing China under foreign rule for the first time

Kublai Khan (of the Yuan dynasty of China) kept Chinese political and economic systems in place, but ended the civil service

exams

In China, Mongols segregated themselves from Chinese people

Destroyed the Muslim heartlands around Baghdad ending the Muslim caliphate; were stopped in Egypt by Mamluks, shifting

Arab power to Egypt

Mongols converted to Islam and were absorbed into Muslim society in Southwest Asia

Russia was made a tribute state resulting in the expansion of serfdom

Cultural diffusion was facilitated across the Eurasian continent

India stayed protected from Mongol invasions until the late 14th century

Marked the final threat of nomadic invasions of settle civilizations

WH.1D Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning points in world historyIdentify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning points in world history

from 1450 to 1750: the rise of the Ottoman Empire, the influence of the Ming dynasty on world trade, Europeanfrom 1450 to 1750: the rise of the Ottoman Empire, the influence of the Ming dynasty on world trade, European

exploration and the Columbian Exchange, European expansion, and the Renaissance and the Reformation.exploration and the Columbian Exchange, European expansion, and the Renaissance and the Reformation.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify, Describe

CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF IMPORTANT TURNING POINTS IN WORLD HISTORY FROM 1450 TO 1750

Including, but not limited to: 

The Rise of the Ottoman Empire

Causes
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Turks were mercenaries for the Abbasids, which allowed them to gain military strength and political power.

At the Battle of Manzikert in 1071, the Turks obliterated a weakened Byzantine power in eastern Anatolia and by the 13th

century Ottoman Turks were advancing into western Anatolia, being pushed by the Mongols.

Osman Bey ruled the Turks in what is today modern Turkey and established a capital at the city of Bursa.

In 1453 the Turks led by Mehmet II conquered Constantinople made it the new capital and renaming it Istanbul.

Effects

The Turks introduced an administrative system known as the devshirme and a military structure using janissaries which that

lasted until 1922.

To avoid conflicts between Muslims and other religious groups, Turks established a religious court called the millet to settle

differences.

The Ottomans controlled the overland trade routes that crossed Anatolia and converged in Constantinople serving as

middlemen in the trade that took place throughout the empire.  

After the Mongol devastation of the Muslim world, the Ottomans recreated a Muslim-dominated empire that contained many

ethnic groups.

The influence of the Ming dynasty of world trade

Cause

The Ming reestablished Chinese authority after the fall of the Mongol (Yuan) dynasty.

Ended the use of paper currency and required all taxes to be paid in silver, which the government hoarded.  This created

demand for silver.

Oversees exploration were seen as a waste of money and where ended after the death of Chinese explorer Zheng He in 1433.

Effects

Ming demand for silver facilitated trade with the Spanish Empire. The trading port of Manila was created for this purpose.

Commercial ties were created with European traders wanting tea and porcelain.

Christian missionaries arrived in China.

The end of Chinese exploration left Portuguese explorers to make inroads into the Indian Ocean trade complex.  

European Exploration and the Columbian Exchange

Cause

Crusades created more contact and interest between European and non-European civilizations.

Interest in Indian Ocean trade and a need to avoid Ottoman middlemen led to attempts at finding a more direct route to the

region.

Rumors of a “lost” Christian empire east of the Ottoman Empire fueled interest in discovering routes around Ottoman control.
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The Portuguese were the first to make inroads into the Indian Ocean, later supplanted by the Dutch and eventually the

English.

Christopher Columbus’ attempts to find a different route ended in the discovering the Americas by Europeans.
Spanish colonists brought livestock and crops, including sugar and coffee, to the New World, along with disease.  New World

crops like potatoes, tomatoes, cassava, and peanuts were transferred to Africa and Eurasia.

Effects

Spanish conquest of regions in Central and South America and across the Caribbean.

Portuguese conquest of Brazil and establishment of a trading empire throughout the Indian Ocean.

Shift in the trans-Saharan trade to trans-Atlantic trade.

Vast expansion of the slavery trade created by the introduction of sugar in the New World and the expansion of sugar

plantations.

Population increases in Europe supported by new crops, especially potatoes introduced in the Columbian exchange.

Decimation of the American Indian tribes with the spread of disease from the Old World and loss of local cultural practices.

Cultural convergence of European, American Indian and African cultures in South America (Latin America).

European Expansion

Causes

God, Gold, Glory- hope to spread Christianity, want of economic gain, and quest for power and personal prestige

Advances in navigation and ship-building coupled with the use of gunpowder weapons

Exploration was sponsored by wealthy European monarchs that benefited from political stability, such as the Portuguese

Prince Henry the Navigator

End of Chinese exploration

Perpetuation of mercantilism economic theory by European leaders

Effects

Development of triangular trade between Europe, Africa, and the Americas

Rise of European political dominance and power

Growing competition between European nations for power and prestige

Rise of West African kingdoms gaining wealth by trading enslaved people for guns

Expansion of  capitalism

Commercial revolution in Europe to finance exploration coupled with the development of banking and a growing middle class

Loss of indigenous cultural traditions in some areas conquered by the Europeans

Spread of European languages, European customs and Christianity

Diffusion of new technologies such as guns, print materials, and scientific knowledge

Europeans control of key ports in Indian Ocean trade complex
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Development of a truly global trade network

Renaissance

Causes

Crusades fostered a renewed interest in classical Western civilization that lead to a revival of learning.

Trade in the Mediterranean Sea flourished and brought wealth to Italian city-states.

Muslim scholarship in Spain trickled into Italy

Prominent Italian leaders and families used wealth to patronize the arts.

Effects

New intellectual ideas emerged, including humanism which focused on the achievements of humankind in the present as

opposed to a focus on the afterlife.

Humanism is reflected in writing and artwork produced during the Renaissance.

Development of the ideal of a “renaissance man” or one who has many interests and talents
Reexamination of the classical texts and revival of Roman/ Greek architecture and an renewed interest in art, politics,

religions, science and education

Unprecedented achievements in art, literature, and music

The Reformation

Causes 

Corruption in the Church coupled with the growing political and economic power of the Church caused resentment especially

among the noble class.

Impressions that Church leaders had become more concerned with gaining wealth than ministering to followers.

Invention of the printing press aided in spreading ideas that questioned the Church.

Most immediate cause was the sale of indulgences, which Martin Luther responded to in 1517 by posting the Ninety-five

Theses or his list of grievances about the Catholic Church.

Effects

Excommunication of Luther, who later founded the Lutheran Church.

Introduction of new ideas of Christian thought that included the idea of salvation by grace alone

Translation of the Bible into vernacular languages promoted individual, personal interpretations of scripture

Other reform movements started, including Calvinism, which promoted a doctrine of predestination

Establishment of the Church of England when Henry VIII breaks from the Catholic Church following his dispute with the Pope

surrounding Henry’s efforts to get a divorce
The Counter Reformation was launched by loyal Roman Catholics led by the new religious order the Society for Jesus
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(Jesuits), introduction of reforms at the Council of Trent

Religious conflicts ensue including the Thirty Years War (1618-1648) that highlights the German nobles contempt for paying

taxes to the Pope and ends in a Catholic and Protestant territorial division in Europe

Revival of the Inquisition to try cases of heresy, dominated in Portugal, Spain and Italy and eventually used to expel Jews and

Muslims from Iberia

Questioning of religious doctrine was followed by other questioning of the political and social status quo

WH.1E Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning points in world historyIdentify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning points in world history

from 1750 to 1914: the Scientific Revolution, the Industrial Revolution and its impact on the development offrom 1750 to 1914: the Scientific Revolution, the Industrial Revolution and its impact on the development of

modern economic systems, European imperialism, and the Enlightenment's impact on political revolutions.modern economic systems, European imperialism, and the Enlightenment's impact on political revolutions.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify, Describe

CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF IMPORTANT TURNING POINTS IN WORLD HISTORY FROM 1750 TO 1914

Including, but not limited to: 

Scientific Revolution

Causes

Challenges how people view the universe; scholars began to use observation, experimentation, and scientific reasoning to

gather knowledge and draw conclusions about the physical world

New knowledge gained from translated works of Muslim scholars and classical manuscripts were spread by the printing

press.

An emphasis on exploration and innovation in navigation led to greater research in mathematics and science.

Protestant Reformation created an environment of questioning long-held medieval notions, including those about the nature of

the universe.

Effects

Use of  scientific methods of investigation became the standard for research

Development of “natural law” as fundamental to the order of the universe
Acceptance of the heliocentric theory and rejection of  medieval scientific notions

Acceleration of  scientific and technological discoveries and innovations; including the theory of natural selection proposed by

Darwin in On the Origin of Species (1859)

Development of a secular worldview in the West

Industrial Revolution and its impact on the development of modern economic systems
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Causes

New machines introduced into the agricultural sector increased output and lessened the demand for agricultural workers.

Passage of enclosure laws in England forced small farmers out of business, who moved to the cities creating a pool of labor.

The Industrial Revolution began in England in the 1780's, starting with the application of steam power to coal mining and

textile industries. The availability of deposits of iron ore and coal, political stability, favorable infrastructure including roads and

canals, along with entrepreneurial investment, promoted industrialization in Great Britain.

Depletion of forests for shipbuilding resulted in increased demand for coal and eventually mechanization of the industry.

Technological innovations and inventions that mechanized work, such as the spinning jenny, and mechanical loom.

Effects

Increasing urbanization and access to inventions.

Economic shift from predominately agricultural based economies to industrialization and commerce.

Creations of a working class and expansion of the middle class.

Growth of capitalism and introduction of new economic theories of socialism and communism.

Social shift towards consumerism

Development of labor movements and eventually passage of legislation addressing the demands of labor.

Universal male suffrage in industrialized nations and demands for women’s suffrage.
Eventual end to serfdom along with legislation outlawing slavery.

European Imperialism

Causes

Demand for raw materials and new markets brought about by industrialization

Nations gained wealth from industrialization; used to finance overseas empires

New technologies developed, especially new weapons used in warfare

European nationalism fueled a competition for land and control of strategic sites

Berlin Conference of 1884-1885 divided Africa between fourteen European nations

Christian missionaries felt a duty to “civilize” nonwesterners
A European sense of supremacy used theories such as social Darwinism for justification of paternalistic attitudes

Effects

European empires extended into Africa and Asia, as Europeans dominate the political, economic and cultural lives of those

they subjugated

Political boundaries created by the imperial powers divided tribal lands and/or placed tribal rivalries within the same political

boundaries

Cultural diffusion including the spread of English and French along with loss of indigenous cultural practices as Europeans
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migrated to colonies

Infrastructure was built in colonized regions, including railroads and telegraph lines

Nationalism intensified between European nations, as the Europeans politically and economically dominated the world

Conflicts broke out in colonial areas such as the Sepoy Mutiny, Boer War, Opium Wars, and Boxer Rebellion

Colonies were stripped of natural resources

European military presence reduced local warfare

Humanitarian efforts improved sanitation and promoted education resulting in increased life expectancy and literacy in

colonies

Long-term problems for former colonial areas after gaining independence including establishing traditions of democratic

governance

Enlightenment’s impact on political revolutions
Causes

Absolutism and divine right of the monarchs came into question with the proposition of a social contract

Scientific Revolution promoted application of reason and natural law to all aspects of society, including government

Effects

Expansion of political rights and limited government following revolutions in Europe

Colonial independence movements developed in the Americas

Nationalism spread in Europe

WH.1F
Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning points in world history from 1914 toIdentify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning points in world history from 1914 to

the present: the world wars and their impact on political, economic, and social systems; communist revolutions and theirthe present: the world wars and their impact on political, economic, and social systems; communist revolutions and their

impact on the Cold War; independence movements; and globalization.impact on the Cold War; independence movements; and globalization.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify, Describe

CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF IMPORTANT TURNING POINTS IN WORLD HISTORY FROM 1914 TO THE PRESENT

Including, but not limited to: 

World War I

Causes

Militarism, alliance systems, imperialism and nationalism were the (MAIN) causes of WW I.
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Immediate cause of WW I was the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary and his wife while they

were on a tour of the southern Balkan provinces of Austria-Hungary.

Serbian nationalist Gavrilo Princip was responsible for the assassination, so Austria-Hungary suspected Serbian involvement

in the assassination. Russian officials came to the defense of Serbia and mobilized troops on western borders of Russia. 

Germany who pledged support to Austria-Hungary viewed this as an aggressive action and responded by declaring war on

Russia. Other nations joined the war as part of the alliance systems.  

Effects

Significant loss of lives as a stalemate developed on the Western Front.

New political boundaries were created in Eastern Europe with the dismantling of Austria-Hungary and the defeat of Germany.

Intensified nationalism

Division of the former Ottoman Empire into mandates controlled by British and French; outbreak of war for Turkish

independence

Arab resentment when promises to support Arab independence on the part of the Allies was not fulfilled

Weakened Europe and the rise of United States as a world power

Economic depression in the United States and later in Europe

Women suffrage movement intensified

World War II

Causes

Rise of dictators – fascist dictators amassed internal power in the 1920s and 1930s in Europe, including Mussolini and Hitler
Growing militarism – leaders in Japan, Germany, and Italy battled economic crises by expanding production for the military
Failure to respond effectively to aggression – Japan was condemned for invading Manchuria in 1931 by the League of Nations,
yet no other actions were taken to stop the aggression; the League of Nations also failed to act in 1935 when Hitler began

rearming Germany after withdrawing from the League of Nations in 1933; European powers adopted a policy of appeasement,

which Hitler seized upon as an opportunity to rearm, occupy the Rhineland, annex Austria, and seize the Sudetenland in

Czechoslovakia without any resistance.

Effects

Total war effort involving over sixtyone nations; onethird of the world’s production capacity was involved in the war effort;
government controls on pricing and industrial production

Massive property destruction; displacement of millions left homeless; 55-60 million deaths, over half of which were civilians

Migration of women into the workforce

Economic recovery and boom in the United States followed by a demographic “baby boom” and renewed civil rights movement
Demilitarization, democratization, and economic rebuilding of Japan by the United States

Funding for science and technology along with a space race
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Cold War developed with the emergence of the United States and Soviet Union as global superpowers and end of European

dominance

Creation of international or supranational organizations such as the United Nations (UN), the European Union (EU), World

Trade Organization (WTO), and the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) formed as a defensive alliance between the United States and European powers

Decolonization of the former European colonies including independence for India, the creation of Israel, and African

independence movements

Communist Revolutions and their impact on the Cold War

Causes

Communism spread to Russia with the Russian Revolution and the creation of the Soviet Union. Despite fighting with the

Allies the Soviet, western Allied powers were suspect about Soviet ambitions to spread communism. This made settlement of

the peace terms following the Second World War difficult to negotiate.

The spread of communism to China intensified the Cold War as a fear grew in the United States that communism would then

spread to Southeast Asia.

The continued spread of communism to Korea, Cuba, Vietnam and later Nicaragua heightened tensions in the United States

and around the world.

Effects

The nations of the world aligned with the United States or with the Soviet Union causing regional issues, such as the Suez

Crisis, to become international incidents and creating very tenuous alliances.

The United States and the Soviet Union engaged in a massive increase in weapons, including stockpiling nuclear weapons.

A preoccupation in both the Soviet Union and the United States centered on one another’s culture and society reflected in
popular culture.

Independence movements

Causes

European nations could no longer afford to maintain imperial empires nor could they justify imperialism in the face of calls for

self-determination

Leaders in many of the colonial empires had received western educations and were inspired to institute democratic ideals.

Effects

European colonies in Africa and Asia gain independence from colonial powers; violence and/or corruption emerge in many of

the newly independent countries due to a lack of stable democracies or ethnic/religious conflicts.

Indian independence in 1947 resulted in the partition between Hindu India and Muslim Pakistan.
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Israeli nationhood in 1948 created an ongoing Arab-Israeli conflict that continues to threaten stability in that region.

Independence movements in Southeast Asia lead to both conflict (Vietnam) and rise of new economic powers (Singapore).

Numerous African nations become independent between 1957 and 1975 and many struggled with economic development.

Nationalism continues to be a force for unity and for division.

Globalization

Causes

New systems of trade, transportation, and communication have brought larger numbers of people into contact with each other.

A decline in protectionist economic policies and an increase in free trade agreements have promoted economic globalization.

Effects

Advances in technology after World War II have resulted in increased global interaction, allowed for faster travel, increased

access to information, and improved quality of life for many.

Rapid economic developments have linked the economies of many world nations so that the actions of one nation affect

others.

Increasing economic disparity between some nations coupled with the rise of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) formed

to address economic and social issue around the globe.

Technological innovations like television and the mass media have fostered cultural diffusion, especially of western culture,

resulting in changed cultural landscapes 

WH.2 History. The student understands how early civilizations developed from 8000 BC to 500 BC. The student is expected to:History. The student understands how early civilizations developed from 8000 BC to 500 BC. The student is expected to:

WH.2A Summarize the impact of the development of farming (Neolithic Revolution) on the creation of river valleySummarize the impact of the development of farming (Neolithic Revolution) on the creation of river valley

civilizations.civilizations.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Summarize

IMPACT OF FARMING ON CREATION OF RIVER VALLEY CIVILIZATIONS

Including, but not limited to:

Jericho in the modernday West Bank territories controlled by the Palestinian Authority, Jarmo in modernday Iraq, and Çatal
Hüyük in modernday Turkey are some of the oldest established Neolithic agricultural communities; originally inhabited 9,000
years ago or even older

Development of river valley civilizations:
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Four early major river valley civilizations developed

Tigris and Euphrates

Nile

Indus

Huang He Rivers

Mesopotamia/Fertile Crescent (3500 BC-1600 BC)

Settlement on the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers around 4500 BC

Sumerians arrive in 3500 BC and begin irrigation

Sumerian city – states established around 3000 BC and initially controlled by temple priests
Polytheistic religion – Ziggurat (temple) center of each citystate
Scientific achievements – wheel, sail, plow, bronze, cuneiform
Babylonian Empire reaches its peak under Hammurabi (1792 BC-1750 BC), who established a written, uniform code of laws

(Hammurabi’s Code).
Babylonian Empire ended around 1500 BC and other civilizations in this area, Assyrians, Phoenicians, and Hebrews,

adopted ideas first developed by early Sumerians.

Egypt (3000 BC-2000 BC)

Earliest settlement along the Nile River began in 5000 BC

Irrigation along the Nile led to Egypt being known as “The Gift of the Nile.” Flooding was on a regular yearly cycle.
Ruled by pharaohs who were considered god-kings; theocracy established as form of government

Polytheistic religion

Religious features – pyramids built as tombs for pharaohs; belief in the afterlife; mummification of the dead to prevent bodies
from decaying

Stratified society – royal family followed by upper class (priests and nobles), followed by middle class (merchants and
artisans), and then the lower class (peasant farmers and unskilled laborers); slavery later became a source of labor

Writing system – hieroglyphics; writing done on papyrus
Scientific achievements – written numbers, geometry, stone columns, calendar for flooding cycle, advanced medicine
Empire declines as other civilizations invade Egypt after 1200 BC

Indus River Valley Civilizations (2500 BC-1700 BC)

First major cities include Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa that were developed on grid systems and had sophisticated plumbing

and sewage systems

These early cities declined around 1750 BC due to a possible change in the course of the Indus River

Indo-European people known as Aryans settle in the Indus Valley around 1500 BC

Caste system developed under Aryans to separate Aryan from non-Aryan

Chinese River Valley Civilizations (3950 BC-1000 BC)

Huang He (Yellow) River Valley
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Shang Dynasty (2000 BC) – division of classes; importance of family
Writing system where each symbol represents an idea

Technology and science – bronzeworking, silk

WH.2B Identify the characteristics of civilization.Identify the characteristics of civilization.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

CHARACTERISTICS OF CIVILIZATION

Including, but not limited to:

Key features of civilization

Advanced cities

Specialized workers

Complex institutions – government, religion, economics
Record keeping (e.g., cuneiform in Sumerian cities)

Advanced technology – pottery, metalwork, beginning of Bronze Age in Sumer in 3000 BC

WH.2C Explain how major river valley civilizations influenced the development of the classical civilizations.Explain how major river valley civilizations influenced the development of the classical civilizations.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

HOW MAJOR RIVER VALLEY CIVILIZATIONS INFLUENCED CLASSICAL CIVILIZATIONS

Including, but not limited to:

Lay the foundations for political centralization and organization

Monument building

Written articulation of legal codes

Social classes

WH.3 History. The student understands the contributions and influence of classical civilizations from 500 BC to AD 600 onHistory. The student understands the contributions and influence of classical civilizations from 500 BC to AD 600 on

subsequent civilizations. The student is expected to:subsequent civilizations. The student is expected to:
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WH.3A Describe the major political, religious/philosophical, and cultural influences of Persia, India, China, Israel,Describe the major political, religious/philosophical, and cultural influences of Persia, India, China, Israel,

Greece, and Rome, including the development of monotheism, Judaism, and Christianity.Greece, and Rome, including the development of monotheism, Judaism, and Christianity.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Describe

MAJOR POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS/PHILOSOPHICAL, AND CULTURAL INFLUENCES OF CLASSICAL CIVILIZATIONS

Including, but not limited to:

Persia

Royal Road connects the empire for over 1,500 miles

Use of standardized metal coins promote trade and unify the empire

Zoroaster establishes a religion in which people’s own choices determine their fate
Zoroastrianism – monotheistic worship of Ahura Mazda and sacred writings known as the Avesta; establishes early beliefs
in heaven, hell, and a final judgment

India

Development of Buddhism in India by Siddhartha Gautama (530 BC)

Mauryan Empire under Chandragupta and Ashoka (302 BC232 BC) – bureaucracy, improved roads, spread of Buddhism
Gupta Empire (300 AD) – Chandra Gupta I; India’s Golden Age through literature, astronomy, medicine, and mathematics;
characterized by a flourishing of Hindu culture

China

Early Chinese religion is often characterized by filial piety and a cyclical view of nature

Zhou Dynasty (1027 BC256 BC) – Mandate of Heaven justifies royal authority and establishes dynastic cycles; nobles rule
through feudalism

Many early Chinese philosophies were established under the Zhou

During the Period of the Warring States prior to the Zhou’s collapse, the ethical philosophy of Confucianism called for reform
 society including the social order of family and government

Daoism – philosophy established by Laozi that addresses order and harmony
Legalism – stressed punishment over rewards
Centralized system of highway and irrigation networks

Mass murder of Confucian scholars

Great Wall of China built

Qin Dynasty (256 BC202 BC) – ruled by Shi Huangdi, who uses Legalist ideas to unify China through autocracy
Han Dynasty (202 BC9 AD) – centralized government, complex bureaucracy, civil service jobs, promotion of Confucianism,
invention of paper

Israel
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Hebrews are monotheistic and worship Yahweh, who establishes a covenant of protection with them

Sacred writings are the Torah, the first five books of the Hebrew Bible

Ten Commandments become the basis for civil and religious laws in Judaism

Greece

Establishment of the early Greek city-state (polis)

Greek political structures include monarchy, aristocracy, oligarchy, and democracy

Limited democracy in Athens in that only free male Athenian citizens over the age of 30 could participate.

The Persian Wars (490 BC-479 BC)

Effects of the Persian War – new confidence and freedom for Greek citystates; Athens begins a golden age and becomes
leader of the 140 city-state Delian League

Pericles and Democracy in Athens leads to a golden age – establishment of direct democracy; strengthening of navy and
overseas trade; wealth used to create great works, including the Parthenon

Development of Greek art – classical art that addresses order, balance, and proportion
Greek drama

Growth of philosophy with the ideas of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle being central to subsequent philosophical learning

A Hellenistic empire under Alexander the Great (336 BC-323 BC) spreads Greek thought and practices across Africa,

Europe, and Southwest Asia

Alexander inherits throne of Macedonia; conquers Greece, Babylon, Persia, and Egypt; boundaries extend east to India

Conquests bring about end of independent Greek city-states and blend Greek cultures with eastern cultures to establish the

Hellenistic Age

Hellenistic Era brings about advancements in trade, astronomy, mathematics, philosophy, and art; Alexandria in Egypt is

center of Hellenistic world, which is conquered by Rome in 150 BC

Rome

Religious and cultural ideas borrowed from Greeks and Etruscans

Roman Republic established in 509 BC; voting rights extended only to free-born male citizens

Roman society divided into patricians (aristocracy) and plebeians (farmers and artisans)

Legal code – Twelve Tables (written list of rules based on the Roman legal system)
Philosophy based on Greek Stoicism that emphasizes virtue, duty, and moderation

Christianity develops in the Roman province of Judea and spread throughout the empire by missionaries

Nicene Creed written in 325 AD defines core Christian beliefs

Frescoes painted on walls

Literature follows Greek forms and models, but address Roman themes

Latin – remains language of learning after fall of Rome and becomes official language of the Roman Catholic Church
Develops into vernacular Romance languages after the collapse of the empire – French, Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian
Architecture – spectacular wonders like the Coliseum created with elaborate arches; domes and concrete also are key
features of Roman architecture.
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Aqueducts used to transport water to urban areas

Religious and philosophical influences

Cultural Influences – many of these borrowed from Classical Greeks; GrecoRoman culture develops
Roman law becomes basis for laws in the Western world

WH.3B Explain the impact of the fall of Rome on Western Europe.Explain the impact of the fall of Rome on Western Europe.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

IMPACT OF FALL OF ROME ON WESTERN EUROPE

Including, but not limited to:

Disruption of trade that leads to collapse of businesses, destruction of economic centers, and scarcity of money as a result of

invasions

Downfall of cities as centers of administration

Shift to a rural population as Roman citizens abandoned destroyed cities

Decline of learning since Germanic invaders could not read or write

Loss of a common language as Latin changes and different dialects develop

Rise in the power of the Church – as a surviving institution the Church provides cultural unity to Western Europe and emerges
as a political force

Change in the concept of government from one of loyalty to public government and written law to governance through unwritten

laws and feudal traditions

WH.3C Compare the factors that led to the collapse of Rome and Han China.Compare the factors that led to the collapse of Rome and Han China.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Compare

FACTORS THAT LED TO COLLAPSE OF ROME AND HAN CHINA

Including, but not limited to:

Corrupt governments in both empires

Infighting among political elites

Empires too large in area to manage

Invasions from hostile nomadic tribes
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Social inequality among the classes with tax burdens on lower classes

Inequitable distribution of lands

Decline in traditional morals and values at the cultural core of each civilization

Public health and urban decay

Unemployment and inflation

WH.4 History. The student understands how, after the collapse of classical empires, new political, economic, and social systemsHistory. The student understands how, after the collapse of classical empires, new political, economic, and social systems

evolved and expanded from 600 to 1450. The student is expected to:evolved and expanded from 600 to 1450. The student is expected to:

WH.4A Explain the development of Christianity as a unifying social and political factor in medieval Europe and theExplain the development of Christianity as a unifying social and political factor in medieval Europe and the

Byzantine Empire.Byzantine Empire.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIANITY AS UNIFYING SOCIAL AND POLITICAL FACTOR IN MEDIEVAL EUROPE AND

BYZANTINE EMPIRE

Including, but not limited to:

Medieval Europe

Missionaries spread Christianity converting the Germanic tribes

Authority in medieval Europe based on the Church

Charlemagne crowned emperor by Pope Leo III, which shows the close connection between church and state

Papal powers included the use of excommunication and interdict to exercise power over kings and nobles

Shared beliefs in Christianity bond the people of medieval Europe

Church provided stability and security in times of frequent wars

Middle Ages seen as the “Age of Faith”
Church creates a system of justice (canon law) to regulate people’s conduct

Byzantine Empire

Constantine relocates the capital of the Roman Empire to Byzantium and renames it Constantinople creating a new center

for Christian authority in competition with the Bishop of Rome

The political division on the Roman Empire in 395 along with differences in language and custom between eastern and

western provinces led to two distinct cores of Christianity emerging through Western Catholicism in Rome and Eastern

Orthodoxy in Constantinople

Justinian constructs the Hagia Sophia along with numerous other grand churches throughout his empire to show the close

connection between church and state
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Missionary saints Cyril and Methodius Christianize Slavs to the north of the empire and develop the Cyrillic language to

promote religion to the Slavs

WH.4B Explain the characteristics of Roman Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy.Explain the characteristics of Roman Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

CHARACTERISTICS OF ROMAN CATHOLICISM AND EASTERN ORTHODOXY

Including, but not limited to:

Great Schism (East-West Schism) of 1054 divides the Eastern and Western Churches into Roman Catholic Church and the

Orthodox Church with each side sometimes accusing the other of heresy

Roman Catholicism

Pope has authority over all other bishops, kings, and emperors

Services conducted in Latin

Priests cannot marry

Divorce is not permitted

Eastern Orthodoxy

Patriarch and other bishops lead the church as a collective group

Services conducted in Greek or local languages

Priests may marry

Divorce is allowed under certain circumstances

WH.4C Describe the major characteristics of and the factors contributing to the development of the political/socialDescribe the major characteristics of and the factors contributing to the development of the political/social

system of feudalism and the economic system of manorialism.system of feudalism and the economic system of manorialism.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Describe

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS AND FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO FEUDALISM (POLITICAL AND SOCIAL) AND

MANORIALISM (ECONOMIC)

Including, but not limited to:

Feudalism – reciprocal military obligations between members of the warrior nobility in Medieval Europe
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Characteristics – lords grant parcels of land known as fiefs to lesser knights who are known as vassals, who in turn provide
military service to the lord. Chivalry and fealty between a lord and the vassal govern behaviors and actions in the relationship

Contributing factors – the latifundia, great agricultural estates awarded to powerful Roman officers and worked by peasants
or enslaved people, served as a new center of local power after the fall of the Roman Empire left a gap in protection and

services to people; invaders overrun communities; people turn to the landowner for their protection

Manorialism – smallest economic, social unit revolving around an estate, controlled by a lord, who gives land and protection to
his serfs, who in turn give him their services (land = wealth)

Characteristics – manors were selfsufficient where serfs raised and produced nearly everything needed for that community.
The open field system allowed several families of serfs to farm strips of the same parcel of land. Living conditions for serfs

were generally harsh on manors.

Contributing factors – based on the latifundia model  in the Roman Empire used to manage rural economies; decline in
overland and sea trade after the fall of the Roman empire, as well as threats from invaders also promoted the self-sufficiency

of a manor

WH.4D Explain the political, economic, and social impact of Islam on Europe, Asia, and Africa.Explain the political, economic, and social impact of Islam on Europe, Asia, and Africa.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND SOCIAL IMPACT OF ISLAM ON EUROPE, ASIA, AND AFRICA

Including, but not limited to:

Timeline of Political, Economic, Social Impact of Islam Europe

By the 1200s Muslim invaders (Moors) had significant influence in Spain and Portugal during the 8th-10th centuries. The

Moors were expelled from Spain in 1492 during the Reconquista.

While in Spain, Muslim advances in medicine, science and technology spread to the region and the knowledge from the

Greeks and Romans was preserved.

In the 13th century the Turks began to consolidate an empire in Anatolia, known as the Ottoman Empire, increasing contact

between Muslims and Christians in Eastern Europe increased.

In 1453 the Ottomans took control of Constantinople, ending the final outpost of Byzantine Empire and the last vestige of the

Roman Empire.

Political, Economic, Social Impact of Islam on Asia

By the early 700s Islam spanned from Spain to India.

By 1258 the Mongols invaded the Muslim Empire, but an Islamic state survived in India as the Delhi Sultanate.

In 1206, Muslim s captured the city of Delhi and consolidated most of northern India under their control. Muslims generals
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established the Delhi Sultanate (1206-1520).

Political, Economic, Social Impact of Islam on Africa

Islam spread to North Africa in the 7th century and over the next hundred years spread through the Sahara and to sub-

Saharan Africa.

Islam spread to Africa overland across the Sahara and to the east coast of Africa via the Indian Ocean.

Trade across the Sahara was centered on the gold and salt trade while trade from the east coast of Africa centered on the

trade of enslaved people.

In sub-Saharan Africa, by the 1300s converts to Islam were the nomadic Berbers. In western Sub-Sahara the most powerful

was the state of Mali and was founded by Sundiata. Mali’s most famous Muslim ruler was Mansa Musa (13121337), who
was known throughout the region for his great pilgrimage to Mecca.

WH.4E Describe the interactions among Muslim, Christian, and Jewish societies in Europe, Asia, and North Africa.Describe the interactions among Muslim, Christian, and Jewish societies in Europe, Asia, and North Africa.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Describe

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MUSLIM, CHRISTIAN, AND JEWISH SOCIETIES IN EUROPE, ASIA, AND NORTH AFRICA

Including, but not limited to:

As Islam expanded, "People of the Book" including Zoroastrians, Jews, and Christians, were tolerated and allowed to

continue practicing provided they obeyed Muslim governmental authority and paid a special "non-Muslim" tax. Converts were

readily accepted into Muslim society.

Christians and Jews served as officials, scholars, and bureaucrats in Muslim states.

 Muslims set up an extensive trade network between Europe, Asia, and North Africa.

Cultural blending leads to achievements in art and science in Muslim-controlled cities in Asia, Europe, and North Africa

Berbers, who had originally been Christian and Jewish, converted to Islam in the 600s.

 Muslim invasion of Spain in the 700s was followed by a "golden age" in scientific and artistic achievements for Spanish

Muslims

Christian Spanish nobles reconquered Spain (Reconquista) driving out Muslims by 1492

Muslim invasions of Eastern Europe between 600s and 900s led to disorder and suffering that forced people to look to local

rulers for security; led to the rise of feudalism

Relationships varied between the Catholic Church and Jews living in Europe, depending on the policies of individual popes

Catholic Inquisition led to the expulsion of Muslims and Jews from Spain

Crusades contributed to conflicts among Christians, Jews, and Muslims
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WH.4F Describe the interactions between Muslim and Hindu societies in South Asia.Describe the interactions between Muslim and Hindu societies in South Asia.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Describe

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MUSLIM AND HINDU SOCIETIES IN SOUTH ASIA

Including, but not limited to:

Muslim tribes from Central Asia invade northwestern India in the 600s

Turkish warlords invade India in 1000 and establish the Delhi Sultanate, where Hindus were treated as conquered people

Mughal ruler Akbar establishes a golden age in India

Religious freedom for Hindus and non-Muslims

Taxation on Hindu pilgrims and on non-Muslims abolished

Mingling of Arabic, Persian, and Hindu cultures led to new developments in art and literature and the use of the Urdu

language in army camps (mixture of the Hindi language, with Sanskrit, Persian, Turkish, and Arabic words)

Shah Jahan – construction of the Taj Mahal as a tomb for his wife
Aurangzeb – expansion of Mughal empire throughout most of the Indian subcontinent

His harsh policies against Hindus included bringing back the tax on pilgrimages, banning of Hindu temple construction,

destruction of Hindu monuments, and dismissal of Hindus from government positions

Sikhs break away and establish a separate state in Punjab

The Portuguese turn over Bombay to English troops and merchants, which leads to the beginning of British conquest of India

(1661)

WH.4G Explain how the Crusades, the Black Death, the Hundred Years' War, and the Great Schism contributed to theExplain how the Crusades, the Black Death, the Hundred Years' War, and the Great Schism contributed to the

end of medieval Europe.end of medieval Europe.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

HOW THE CRUSADES, THE BLACK DEATH, THE HUNDRED YEARS’ WAR, AND THE GREAT SCHISM CONTRIBUTED TO
END OF MEDIEVAL EUROPE

Including, but not limited to:

Crusades

Failure lessened the power of the Pope
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Casualties weakened the feudal nobility

Trade in spices and other goods from Southwest Asia lead to European desire for new trade routes that begins the Era of

Exploration

Black Death

Collapse of manorial system as productivity ends and serfs leave manors in search of work; peasant rebellions grow in

response to nobles’ refusal to increase wages
Church loses prestige as it is unable to stop the plague through prayer and intervention

Hundred Years War

Emergence of nationalism and monarchs as national leaders in England and France

Instability in England after the Hundred Years War leads to the War of the Roses, which strengthens Parliament since it is

called frequently by King Edward III to increase taxes to finance this new war; democracy advanced as Parliament gains

greater “power of the purse”
Great Schism (Western Schism or Papal Schism)

Split in the Catholic Church as two popes claim authority- one in Avignon and the other in Rome; both excommunicate each

other from the Church

Authority of the pope as head of the Church challenged by John Wycliffe, who believes that God is sole authority, and Jan

Huss, who believes the authority of the Bible is higher than the pope’s authority; beginning of challenges to the authority of
the Catholic Church that leads to the Reformation

WH.4H Summarize the major political, economic, and cultural developments in Tang and Song China and their impact onSummarize the major political, economic, and cultural developments in Tang and Song China and their impact on

Eastern Asia.Eastern Asia.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Summarize

MAJOR POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS IN TANG AND SONG CHINA AND IMPACT ON

EASTERN ASIA

Including, but not limited to:

Tang China (618 AD-907 AD)

Political developments

Emperor Taizong extends China’s boundaries north to Manchuria, south to Vietnam, and west to the Aral Sea
Empress Wu Zhao extends Chinese influence to the Korean Peninsula

Scholar – officials take competitive civil service exams to work in government offices
Government census was taken; capital city Chang’an was largest city in the world at the time
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Economic developments

Foreign trade on the Silk Roads grows

Arrival of tea from Southeast Asia

New inventions – porcelain, mechanical clocks, block printing, gunpowder all increase trade and spread to Japan and
Korea

Construction of the Grand Canal linked the Yellow and Yangzi Rivers and facilitated the shipment of rice to urban centers

Cultural developments

Spread of Buddhism through trade networks to Japan, Korea, and Vietnam

Greater social mobility and movement to cities

Decline in the status of women including the beginning of binding the feet of upper class girls

Song China (960 AD-1279 AD)

Political developments

Rule limited to Southern China after Tang losses in Central Asia and Manchuria

Economic developments

Introduction of a fast-growing rice from Vietnam that led to faster growing population

Movable type spreads to Japan and Korea

Paper money contributes to a large-scale economy

Advances in sailing technology, such as the magnetic compass, lead to the growth of ocean trade

Cultural developments

New height in Chinese art – natural landscapes and objects drawn with black ink
China’s population at 100 million with ten cities having at least 1 million people

WH.4I Explain the development of the slave trade.Explain the development of the slave trade.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

DEVELOPMENT OF SLAVE TRADE

Including, but not limited to:

During the Classical Era generally prisoners of war were a source for enslaved people. Some enslaved people served in

households in Classical Greece and Classical Rome.

During the 7th century the slavery trade expanded when Islamic traders trade goods for Africans and transport enslaved

people to Southwest Asia

During the 600-1450 period, the slavery trade was prominent along the eastern coast of Africa and across the trans-Saharan
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trade routes

Muslim African rulers enslave non-Muslims because Islam prohibited Muslims from enslaving fellow Muslims

4.5 million Africans transported as enslaved people to Southwest Asia between 650 and 1000 AD

WH.4J Analyze how the Silk Road and the African gold-salt trade facilitated the spread of ideas and trade.Analyze how the Silk Road and the African gold-salt trade facilitated the spread of ideas and trade.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Analyze

HOW SILK ROAD AND AFRICAN GOLD-SALT TRADE FACILITATED SPREAD OF IDEAS AND TRADE

Including, but not limited to:

Silk Road – longdistance trade route from China to Rome; products from the east such as spices and silk transported west,
Roman ideas taken to their eastern provinces; Indian and Arabic traders act as middlemen and grow wealthy; promotion of

cultural diffusion between regions that come into contact with each other including the spread of Buddhism to China from India

African GoldSalt Trade – Arab and Berber traders took salt from the Sahara to West Africa in exchange for gold; African
traders also crossed the Sahara to trade gold for salt in North Africa; cloth and weapons from Mediterranean ports taken to

West Africa; powerful rulers in Ghana and Mali regulated the gold trade in West Africa 

WH.4K Summarize the changes resulting from the Mongol invasions of Russia, China, and the Islamic world.Summarize the changes resulting from the Mongol invasions of Russia, China, and the Islamic world.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Summarize

CHANGES RESULTING FROM MONGOL INVASIONS OF RUSSIA, CHINA, AND ISLAMIC WORLD

Including, but not limited to:

Genghis Khan’s unification of the nomadic tribes in northeast Asia facilitated the eventually consolidation of a vast Eurasian
empire

Russia

Fall of Kiev (1240)

Russian religion and culture permitted to continue as long as high tributes were paid; as a tribute state the practice of

serfdom expands

Isolation from Western Europe prevents spread of new ideas and inventions

Moscow emerges as a major city

Ivan III assumes the title of czar and achieves a bloodless standoff at the Ugra River that leads to separation from the
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Mongols

China

Northern China conquered by Ögedei (Genghis Khan’s son) in 1234
Kublai Khan, completes the capture of southern China

China united for the first time in 300 years

Mongol control over Asia opens China to foreign contacts and trade (Marco Polo)

Islamic world

Hulagu (grandson of Genghis Khan) captures Baghdad and has over 10,000 people killed

End of Seljuk Turkish rule after the capture of the Sultanate of Rum in Anatolia

Poor administration of captured regions leads to dissolution of the Mongol Empire and rise of the Ottoman Turks

WH.5 History. The student understands the causes, characteristics, and impact of the European Renaissance and theHistory. The student understands the causes, characteristics, and impact of the European Renaissance and the

Reformation from 1450 to 1750. The student is expected to:Reformation from 1450 to 1750. The student is expected to:

WH.5A Explain the political, intellectual, artistic, economic, and religious impact of the Renaissance.Explain the political, intellectual, artistic, economic, and religious impact of the Renaissance.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

POLITICAL, INTELLECTUAL, ARTISTIC, ECONOMIC, AND RELIGIOUS IMPACT OF THE RENAISSANCE

Including, but not limited to:

Political

Exploration of the New World leads to establishments of colonies and new markets for Spain, Portugal, France, England,

and the Netherlands

Development of powerful nation-states in Western Europe

Intellectual

Humanism focuses on human potential and achievements through the study of classical texts

Popular subjects from classical civilizations like history, literature, and philosophy revived and known as the humanities

Secularism – less emphasis on religion with a more worldly view concerned with the here and now
Invention of the printing press spreads new ideas

Artistic

New techniques in perspective that make art and sculpture more three-dimensional than Medieval art

Donatello – Statue of David
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Leonardo da Vinci

Observations and sketches on how the body works and new inventions

Mona Lisa and The Last Supper

Michelangelo

Architecture – St. Peter’s Basilica
Art – Sistine Chapel Ceiling
Sculpture – David

Raphael

Realism in series of Madonna paintings

School of Athens – connections to classical civilization

Literature written in vernacular languages instead of Latin; works of Shakespeare, which focused on the lives of English

monarchs, are exemplary of humanistic/secular themes emerging in literature

Economic

Merchant class develops power through trade and banking

Italian city-states dominated by merchants, who often support politicians with loans of money

Medici family controls Florence

Nations that establish colonies through exploration grow wealthy with raw materials; beginning of mercantilism

Religious

Christian humanists like Erasmus and Sir Thomas More address improvements in society through Christian motives, but

with less emphasis on religious ceremony

Corruption in the Catholic Church through simony, the sales of indulgences, and the worldly lifestyles of the clergy

WH.5B Explain the political, intellectual, artistic, economic, and religious impact of the Reformation.Explain the political, intellectual, artistic, economic, and religious impact of the Reformation.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

POLITICAL, INTELLECTUAL, ARTISTIC, ECONOMIC, AND RELIGIOUS IMPACT OF THE REFORMATION

Including, but not limited to:

Political

Europe becomes politically fragmented along religious lines and nations align themselves as either Catholic or Protestant

Spain and France – Catholic
England – Church of England or Anglican
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Holy Roman Empire – Catholic with some of the northern principalities being Lutheran under the Peace of Augsburg
Holy Roman Empire began to weaken as it struggled to maintain its power

Henry VIII establishes a Protestant nation in England with the king as head of the Anglican Church. Act of Supremacy of

1534 gives Henry VIII legal sovereignty of civil laws over the laws of the Church of England.

Puritan revolt against the Anglican Church leads to civil war in England.

The state began to supersede the powers of the clergy.

John Calvin established theocratic government in Geneva, Switzerland

Intellectual

Lutheranism expanded educational opportunities for both men and women.

Invention of the printing press spreads religious ideas to different parts of Europe

Rising sense of individualism as people sought to create a better life for themselves

Artistic

Protestant ideas shown in the artwork of the Northern Renaissance

Protestant emphasis on the individual’s personal relationship with God was reflected in the number of common people and
day-to-day scenes that were depicted in art.

Iconic images of Christ and scenes from the Passion became less frequent, as did portrayals of the saints and clergy.

Narrative scenes from the Bible, and, later, moralistic depictions of modern life were preferred.

Economic

Growth of economic power for the middle class

New economic model of capitalism began to take shape

Religious

Unity in Europe as a Christian society was shattered by the different conflicts that erupted between Protestants and

Catholics, including the Thirty Years War

Catholic Counter-Reformation is a response to the Protestant Reformation

Vernacular translations of scriptures allowed ordinary people to read the Bible and make their own interpretations.

Protestantism emphasized the role of the individual conscience in spiritual matters thus confronting the Church’s teachings
on the need for priests.

Persecution of perceived heretics in both the Catholic and Protestant churches

Use of the Inquisition courts in Catholic Spain

Books perceived to be heretical were placed in the Index of Prohibited Books and banned.

Overall decline in the authority of the Catholic Church

WH.6 History. The student understands the characteristics and impact of the Maya, Inca, and Aztec civilizations. The student isHistory. The student understands the characteristics and impact of the Maya, Inca, and Aztec civilizations. The student is

expected to:expected to:
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WH.6A Compare the major political, economic, social, and cultural developments of the Maya, Inca, and AztecCompare the major political, economic, social, and cultural developments of the Maya, Inca, and Aztec

civilizations and explain how prior civilizations influenced their development.civilizations and explain how prior civilizations influenced their development.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Compare

MAJOR POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS OF MAYA, INCA, AND AZTEC CIVILIZATIONS

Explain

HOW PRIOR CIVILIZATIONS INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT OF MAYA, INCA, AND AZTEC CIVILIZATIONS

Including, but not limited to:

Descendants of hunter-gathers who cross Bering Strait and migrate to Mesoamerica

Olmec civilization (1200 BC-400 BC) influenced Maya civilization

Mesoamerica’s “Mother Culture”
Mexico’s Gulf coast
Large stone monuments and earthen pyramids

Elite ruling class of priests and nobles

Large trade network throughout Mesoamerica

Zapotec civilization (1000 BC-600 AD) influenced Aztec civilization as did the Toltec (c. 800-1000 AD)

Built capital at Tenochtitlan (modern Mexico City)

Established a professional military and were noted warriors, which supported territorial expansion and empire-building

Stone temples and pyramids

Calendar based on movement of the Sun

Hieroglyphic writing

Toltec religious practices and mythology influenced Aztec culture

Andean cultures that influenced Inca civilization

Chavín (900 BC200 BC) – religious civilization featuring temples; religious images and styles of art spread throughout Peru
Nazca (200 BC600 AD) – irrigation systems that included underground canals; textiles and pottery; Nazca Lines (large
drawings on soil of their gods)

WH.6B Explain how the Inca and Aztec empires were impacted by European exploration/colonization.Explain how the Inca and Aztec empires were impacted by European exploration/colonization.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard
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Explain

HOW INCA AND AZTEC EMPIRES WERE IMPACTED BY EUROPEAN EXPLORATION AND COLONIZATION

Including, but not limited to:

Aztecs conquered by Hernando Cortes (1519)

Incas conquered by Francisco Pizarro (1532)

Superior weapons – muskets, cannons, armor
Use of the horse as a method of transportation

Diseases decimate native populations – smallpox, measles, mumps, typhus – no natural immunity
Intermarriage with native peoples produce a mixed-race social class knows as mestizos

Enslavement and harsh treatment

Forced labor on farms, ranches, and mines through the encomienda system

Conversion to Christianity

Native resistance that resulted in armed conflict

WH.7 History. The student understands the causes and impact of European expansion from 1450 to 1750. The student is expectedHistory. The student understands the causes and impact of European expansion from 1450 to 1750. The student is expected

to:to:

WH.7A Analyze the causes of European expansion from 1450 to 1750.Analyze the causes of European expansion from 1450 to 1750.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Analyze

CAUSES OF EUROPEAN EXPANSION FROM 1450 TO 1750

Including, but not limited to:

Renaissance ideas

Desire for trade routes, spices, and profits

Desire to spread Christianity

New technologies in ships and sailing

Desire to increase a country’s power
Absolute monarchs use their wealth and power to support the Age of Exploration

Mercantilist economic policies encouraged colonial development to exploit raw materials

WH.7B Explain the impact of the Columbian Exchange on the Americas and Europe.Explain the impact of the Columbian Exchange on the Americas and Europe.
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Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

IMPACT OF COLUMBIAN EXCHANGE ON THE AMERICAS AND EUROPE

Including, but not limited to:

Columbian Exchange – the global transfer of foods, plants, and animals during the European colonization of the Americas.
These become staples in people’s diets in both regions.

Impact on the Americas

New livestock including horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs. Horses led to the defeat of many American Indian tribes.

Foods from Africa including bananas, black-eyed peas, and yams

Grains such as rice, barley, wheat, and oats

Diseases such as smallpox, measles, and influenza that led to the deaths of millions of members of American Indian

tribes, who lacked immunities to these diseases

Enslaved people from Africa

Impact on Europe

New foods and plants including corn, tomatoes, chocolate, tobacco, quinine, and potatoes introduced into diets; large

population gains

Inflation in Spain with the influx of silver and gold into the economy

WH.7C Explain the impact of the Atlantic slave trade on West Africa and the Americas.Explain the impact of the Atlantic slave trade on West Africa and the Americas.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

IMPACT OF ATLANTIC SLAVE TRADE ON WEST AFRICA AND THE AMERICAS

Including, but not limited to:

During the 1450-1750 period, the slavery trade shifted to trans-Atlantic routes first initiated by the Portuguese and then other

European traders joined in the trade

Africa (particularly West Africa)

Political – trade in enslaved people promoted warfare between African states; European weapons (guns) become an
important component of political power; Europeans control very little territory in Africa; West African kingdoms emerged a

powerful states –Oyo, Benin, Dahomey, Ashanti
At the height of the slavery trade, more than 6 million enslaved people were taken in the trans-Atlantic slavery trade
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Economic – Atlantic slavery trade increased demand for African enslaved people by Europeans; volume of trade increased;
trade patterns shifted from trans-Saharan to trans-Atlantic; demand for European manufactured goods (guns)

Cultural – introduction of Christianity to west Africa; African artists created products for European markets
Technological – gunpowder, guns

The Americas

Increase in the African populations, both directly from Africa and those who were subsequently born in the Americas and

Caribbean

The dispersal of Africans throughout the New World is directly related to slavery, as they were forced to go wherever labor

was demanded.

British colonies, in what is now the southern United States, depend on enslaved people labor for production of cash crops

leading to increased agricultural production in North America

Knowledge of agriculture, including rice that spread into the Southern colonies

Aspects of African food, music, and art leave a lasting influence on American cultures

WH.7D Explain the impact of the Ottoman Empire on Eastern Europe and global trade.Explain the impact of the Ottoman Empire on Eastern Europe and global trade.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

IMPACT OF OTTOMAN EMPIRE ON EASTERN EUROPE AND GLOBAL TRADE

Including, but not limited to:

Eastern Europe

Constantinople conquered in 1453 and renamed Istanbul

Suleiman’s advances into Hungary and Austria in 1525, but expansion stopped with the Siege of Vienna in 1529
Global trade

Caravanseri (roadside inns) network – assured safety for traveling merchants and envoys
Naval trade in spices, wheat, and lumber throughout the Mediterranean, Aegean, Black and Red Seas, and the Persian Gulf

A desire of European traders to eliminate middlemen merchants led to new exploration efforts by Western European powers

WH.7E Explain Ming China's impact on global trade.Explain Ming China's impact on global trade.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain
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MING CHINA’S IMPACT ON GLOBAL TRADE

Including, but not limited to:

Ming Dynasty (1368-1644)

Ming Dynasty moves capital to Beijing and has curiosity about the outside world

Expeditions launched, especially those of Zheng He

Impact voyages

Expeditions to Southeast Asia, India, Arabia, and East Africa

Goals – impress world with the power and splendor of Ming China and expand China’s tribute system
Envoys from different countries travel to China with tribute

Voyages end after Chinese scholar-officials complain of financial waste

China withdraws into isolation

WH.7F Explain new economic factors and principles that contributed to the success of Europe's Commercial Revolution.Explain new economic factors and principles that contributed to the success of Europe's Commercial Revolution.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

NEW ECONOMIC FACTORS AND PRINCIPLES CONTRIBUTING TO THE SUCCESS OF THE COMMERCIAL REVOLUTION IN

EUROPE

Including, but not limited to:

Commercial Revolution – new business and trade practices brought about in Europe during the 16th and 17th centuries

New wealth brought from colonies in the Americas

Maritime innovations such as galleons and sextants increase overseas trade and voyages of exploration

Rise of capitalism – private ownership and investment of wealth for profit lead to the growth of the merchant class and an
increase of the money supply.

Jointstock companies (Jamestown, Virginia) – investors pooled their money together to establish American colonies and
usually faced minimal monetary losses because of the large number involved in the investment.

Mercantilism – colonies provided gold and silver (bullionism), as well as a favorable balance of trade, since they were both
suppliers of raw materials and markets to their mother countries

Establishment of new institutions such as banks, stock exchanges, insurance companies, and futures markets

WH.8 History. The student understands the causes and the global impact of the Industrial Revolution and European imperialismHistory. The student understands the causes and the global impact of the Industrial Revolution and European imperialism
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from 1750 to 1914. The student is expected to:from 1750 to 1914. The student is expected to:

WH.8A Explain how 17th and 18th century European scientific advancements led to the Industrial Revolution.Explain how 17th and 18th century European scientific advancements led to the Industrial Revolution.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

HOW 17th AND 18th CENTURY EUROPEAN SCIENTIFIC ADVANCEMENTS LED TO THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Including, but not limited to:

Agricultural Revolution – enclosure system that allowed for cultivation of larger fields, Jethro Tull’s seed drill, crop rotation,
new methods of breeding livestock – all lead to a population increase, less laborintensive, and land displacement of smaller
farmers who move to cities and begin working in factories

New inventions in the textile industry – flying shuttle, spinning jenny, spinning mule, water frame – modernize the cotton and
textile industry

Early factories were located near water, as moving water was used as an energy source, eventually replaced by steam power

Development of iron-making industries

Increased use of refined coal

Factory system that is used for the housing of large machinery

Steam engine as a source of power – James Watt
Steamboat makes water transportation easier – Robert Fulton (American)
Improvement of roads in England – turnpikes and tollgates for profit; macadam roads of crushed rock that make transportation
easier

Railroads

WH.8B Explain how the Industrial Revolution led to political, economic, and social changes in Europe.Explain how the Industrial Revolution led to political, economic, and social changes in Europe.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

HOW THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION LED TO POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND SOCIAL CHANGES IN EUROPE

Including, but not limited to:

Political

New laws to reform industrialization

Extension of suffrage to larger number of people

Growth of nationalism in industrialized nations led to desires for expansion both through war and imperialism
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Establishment of colonies in Africa and Asia to obtain sources of raw materials and markets for the sale of manufactured

goods

Economic

Creation of the factory system that led to mass production of goods

Reduction of tariffs to promote trade (Corn Laws, etc.)

Spread of free enterprise, as well as responses to free enterprise through socialist and communist philosophies

Social

Increase in population and life expectancy due to improvements in food production and health care

Long work hours, low wages, and dangerous working conditions for industrial workers

Class tensions between the upper/middle classes and the working classes

Migration from rural to urban areas

Increase in child labor which later led to child labor reform laws

Poor housing conditions for workers that result in poor sanitary conditions and health epidemics

Urbanization of industrial areas in Europe and the United States

Destruction of factories and machinery by the Luddites in response to the demise of cottage industries

Emergence of labor unions that result in better working and housing conditions for workers

WH.8C Identify the major political, economic, and social motivations that influenced European imperialism.Identify the major political, economic, and social motivations that influenced European imperialism.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

MAJOR POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND SOCIAL MOTIVATIONS THAT INFLUENCED EUROPEAN IMPERIALISM

Including, but not limited to:

Political – nationalism leads to a desire for overseas colonies. The Berlin Conference of 18841885 divides Africa between 14
European nations.

Economic – Industrial Revolution led for a search for new markets and raw materials; rubber, palm oil, and cocoa become
cash crops in European colonies; mining in diamonds, copper, gold, and tin provide Europeans with great wealth

Social – Social Darwinism promotes the ideas that the fittest for survival enjoy wealth and success and superior to others;
Christian missionaries wanted to “civilize” nonwesterners.
Berlin Conference facilitate European imperialism in Africa, as European nations used the Conference as an opportunity to

establish colonial spheres of influence in Africa
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WH.8D Explain the major characteristics and impact of European imperialism.Explain the major characteristics and impact of European imperialism.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS AND IMPACT OF EUROPEAN IMPERIALISM

Including, but not limited to:

Characteristics

Forms of colonial control

Colony – governed internally by a foreign power
Protectorate – country with its own internal government, but controlled by an outside power
Sphere of influence – area claimed by an outside power for exclusive investment and trading
Economic Imperialism – independent countries controlled by private interests (e.g., the Dole Fruit Company in Hawaii)

Patterns of management

Indirect control – local government officials with limited selfrule; laws based both on European styles and local rules
Direct control – exclusive use of foreign officials with no selfrule; laws based only on European law; policies of
assimilation to absorb local cultures into European culture

Resistance movements from native cultures, (e.g. Zulu Wars in South Africa, Algerian resistance movement, Sepoy

Rebellion in India, Ho Chi Minh in French Indochina, Emilio Aguinaldo in the Philipp

Impact

Native people lose control of their lands and independence

New diseases like smallpox reduce native populations

Resistance movements, famines resulting from shifts to cash crop production, and harsh working conditions also reduce

native populations

Problems of identity as Westerners contemptuously view native cultures

Cultural changes, such as introduction of Christianity, use of English

Areas stripped of natural resources (the Congo under Belgian rule)

Artificial boundaries either combine rival groups or divide kinship groups that continue to create political problems in former

colonies

European military presence reduces local warfare

Humanitarian efforts improve sanitation and education that leads to growth in life expectancy and literacy

Colonial lands equipped with infrastructure to aid in economic growth

In some colonies, such as India, infrastructure was built; railroads, roads, telegraph
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WH.8E Explain the effects of free enterprise in the Industrial Revolution.Explain the effects of free enterprise in the Industrial Revolution.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

EFFECTS OF FREE ENTERPRISE IN THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Including, but not limited to:

Challenges to mercantilist theory by David Hume and Adam Smith that wealth does not remain constant and does not have to

involve acquisition at another country’s expense
Merchant class replaced by industrialists as the dominant economic group in Britain and other industrial nations

Decline in traditional artisan skills by artisans, journeymen, and guilds

Increase in commercial agriculture leads to mechanization of agricultural production

Development of factory system with a complex division of labor and routine work tasks

Abandonment of protectionist policies that were part of mercantilism

WH.9 History. The student understands the causes and effects of major political revolutions between 1750 and 1914. The studentHistory. The student understands the causes and effects of major political revolutions between 1750 and 1914. The student

is expected to:is expected to:

WH.9A Compare the causes, characteristics, and consequences of the American and French revolutions, emphasizingCompare the causes, characteristics, and consequences of the American and French revolutions, emphasizing

the role of the Enlightenment, the Glorious Revolution, and religion.the role of the Enlightenment, the Glorious Revolution, and religion.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Compare

CAUSES, CHARACTERISTICS, AND CONSEQUENCES OF AMERICAN AND FRENCH REVOLUTIONS

Including, but not limited to:

American Revolution (1775-1783)

Causes

Ideas from the Glorious Revolution – limited monarchy, written bill of rights (English Bill of Rights)
Ideas from the Enlightenment – all people have rights and governments are responsible for protecting these rights; people
have the right to remove governments that fail to do so

Enlightenment focuses on a more secular outlook on religion and calls for greater religious tolerance

Belief that “rights as Englishmen” were being violated – “No taxation without representation”
Desire to participate in parliament

British polices related to the American colonies, especially concerning the imposition of taxes
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The Americans declared independence in the Declaration of Independence expressing ideas about liberty, equality, and

democracy.

Characteristics – revolution started by the merchant class as a protest against British taxation without representation;
many colonists remained loyal to Great Britain; success due to alliances with France and Spain; British overconfidence and

difficulty in fighting a long-distance war

Consequences

United States became independent from a colonial power and established first constitutional republic

U.S. Constitution (1789) included the ideas of constitutionalism, separation of powers, and popular sovereignty

The Bill of Rights was added as the first 10 amendments

The success of the American Revolution was admired by the French who saw the Americans as successfully applying the

Enlightenment principles to create a new political order. French Revolution (1789-1795)

Causes

Influences from the Enlightenment

Inequality in the class system (1st, 2nd, 3rd estates)

Abuses of the Ancien Régime of nobility and the kings

Debt from helping fund the American Revolution and an unfair and inequitable tax system

Crop failures cause the price of bread to rise beyond the ability of the peasants to pay (starvation)

Characteristics – originates with the middle class wanting more political rights as opposed to the merchants starting the
American Revolution; characterized by extreme violence – Reign of Terror, guillotine, executions of nobility including Louis
XVI and Marie Antoinette

Consequences

A restructuring of the political, economic and social systems in France

The “Declaration of the Rights of Man” was published
A Parliament was established and peasants were freed from lingering feudal obligations

King Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette were beheaded along with others during the Reign of Terror

Chaos in government resulted in Napoleon and the army coming to power and creating the French Empire 

WH.9B Explain the impact of Napoleon Bonaparte and the Napoleonic Wars on Europe and Latin America.Explain the impact of Napoleon Bonaparte and the Napoleonic Wars on Europe and Latin America.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

IMPACT OF NAPOLEON BONAPARTE AND NAPOLEONIC WARS ON EUROPE AND LATIN AMERICA

Including, but not limited to:
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France

Order restored after French Revolution

Economy improved through an efficient tax collection system and a national bank

Napoleonic Code established a uniform set of laws in France, but limited freedom of speech and of the press in addition to

restricting women’s rights
Other parts of Europe

Annexation of the Austrian Netherlands and parts of Italy

Puppet government in Switzerland

War against the Third Coalition – Britain, Austria, Russia, Sweden, later Prussia
Britain retains naval supremacy after French defeat at Trafalgar

Napoleon implements the Continental System – an economic blockade against Britain that proved unsuccessful
 Napoleon invades Spain and names his brother Joseph as king

Attempted to invade Russia, but was turned back by the harsh winter weather

Napoleon is defeated at Leipzig by the Third Coalition and sent into exile on Elba

Returns to power, but is defeated at Waterloo; exiled to St. Helena

Congress of Vienna – restored order and established collective security in Europe after Napoleon’s defeat

Weaker countries around France strengthened in order to contain France

Kingdom of the Netherlands created from Austrian Netherlands and Dutch Republic

German Confederation formed of 39 German states headed by Austria; first steps toward consolidation of Germany

Switzerland recognized as an independent nation

Kingdom of Sardinia annexes Genoa

Balance of power restored by reducing France to its original holdings

Beginnings of nationalistic movements in Germany, Italy, and Greece

Latin America

Establishment of Haiti as an independent republic after French troops sent by Napoleon are decimated by yellow fever

Independence movement in Spanish colonies begins when Napoleon conquers Spain in 1808 and replaces King Ferdinand

VII with Joseph Bonaparte. Spanish creoles in the colonies have no loyalty and argue that power should shift to the people.

Independence movements continue after Ferdinand is restored to the Spanish throne in 1814.

The Portuguese monarchy, exiled in Brazil because of Napoleon’s invasion, returned to Portugal in 1821; independence for
Brazil in 1823

WH.9C Trace the influence of the American and French revolutions on Latin America, including the role of SimónTrace the influence of the American and French revolutions on Latin America, including the role of Simón

Bolivar.Bolivar.
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Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Trace

INFLUENCE OF THE AMERICAN AND FRENCH REVOLUTIONS ON LATIN AMERICA

Including, but not limited to:

American Revolution demonstrated that colonies could successfully win independence from a European power.

Both the American and French Revolutions had written declarations that specifically address the rights of man.

American government allowed a free market to flourish.

French Revolution was the uprising of the common man.

Ideas from the Enlightenment travel to France and the United States influencing Simón Bolivar to start a revolution against
Spanish rulers in Colombia and Venezuela.

American and French Revolutions also inspire revolutions led by José de San Martín in Argentina, Chile, and Peru, as well as
the Mexican Revolution led by Miguel Hidalgo.

WH.9D Identify the influence of ideas such as separation of powers, checks and balances, liberty, equality, democracy,Identify the influence of ideas such as separation of powers, checks and balances, liberty, equality, democracy,

popular sovereignty, human rights, constitutionalism, and nationalism on political revolutions.popular sovereignty, human rights, constitutionalism, and nationalism on political revolutions.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

INFLUENCE OF ABSTRACT CONCEPTS ON POLITICAL REVOLUTIONS

Including, but not limited to:

Separation of powers – the belief that power should not rest in the hands of one or few, but should be delegated
Checks and balances – measures designed to prevent one branch of government from becoming more powerful than the
others

Liberty – freedom, the ability to make choices; not to be oppressed by the government or by any social or economic classes
Equality – the belief that all men (individuals) are equal in regards to their political rights
Democracy – an ideal of governing where the people make political decisions. This ideal has taken many forms, such as the
direct democracy of Greece and the Roman Republic where elected representatives speak and vote on behalf of the people.

Popular sovereignty – the concept that political power rests with the people who can create, alter, or abolish government.
People express themselves through voting and free participation.

Human rights – include inalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, as well as freedom of speech, religion,
and the press. While each government or culture determines the rights for their society, human rights tend to cross cultural

barriers.
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Constitutionalism – the idea that the basic principles and laws of a government should be organized and administered through
compliance with a written or unwritten constitution

Nationalism – devotion to the interests or culture of one's nation; the belief that nations will benefit from acting independently
rather than collectively, emphasizing national rather than international goals; aspirations for national independence in a

country under foreign domination

WH.10 History. The student understands the causes and impact of World War I. The student is expected to:History. The student understands the causes and impact of World War I. The student is expected to:

WH.10A Identify the importance of imperialism, nationalism, militarism, and the alliance system in causing World War I.Identify the importance of imperialism, nationalism, militarism, and the alliance system in causing World War I.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

CAUSES OF WORLD WAR I

Including, but not limited to:

Imperialism – European nations compete for colonies in Africa and Asia; France and Germany nearly go to war over Morocco
in 1905 and 1911; distrust grows among rivals; the Ottoman Empire struggling to maintain control of its territories

Nationalism – competition for industrial dominance develops between Great Britain and Germany; territorial disputes over
Alsace-Lorraine after the Franco-Prussian War promote rivalry between France and Germany; Austria-Hungary and Russia

compete for dominance of the Balkan Peninsula, where independence movements of various Slavic people develop

Militarism – increasing nationalism led to a European arms race; all major powers except Great Britain had large standing
armies; generals develop various plans (Schlieffen Plan) that promote quick mobilization of troops in case of war

Alliance System – alliances between the great powers of Europe were complicated and shifted constantly during the last half
of the 20th century. The intent was to maintain the balance of power in Europe.

Triple Entente – Great Britain, France, and Russia
Triple Alliance (Central Powers) – Germany, AustriaHungary, Ottoman Empire (and Bulgaria).

WH.10B Identify major characteristics of World War I, including total war, trench warfare, modern military technology, andIdentify major characteristics of World War I, including total war, trench warfare, modern military technology, and

high casualty rates.high casualty rates.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF WORLD WAR I
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Including, but not limited to:

Total war – belligerents use all available resources against their enemies

Mobilization of large numbers of soldiers that results in their removal from production jobs

Food rationing

Use of propaganda to divert attention to the war effort

Changes in government policy to address wartime economics

Civilians act to support war efforts by contributing to production and implementing rationing

Trench warfare – Western Front in France; little gains for each side resulting in high casualties for both sides
Modern military technology – airplanes, poison gas, machine guns, armored tanks, larger artillery
High casualty rates – 8.5 million soldiers killed, 21 million soldiers wounded; countless civilian deaths due to starvation,
disease, and slaughter 

WH.10C Explain the political impact of Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points and the political and economic impact of theExplain the political impact of Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points and the political and economic impact of the

Treaty of Versailles, including changes in boundaries and the mandate system.Treaty of Versailles, including changes in boundaries and the mandate system.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

POLITICAL IMPACT OF FOURTEEN POINTS AND THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE TREATY OF

VERSAILLES

Including, but not limited to:

Fourteen Points (Woodrow Wilson)

Political impact

End to secret treaties

Free trade

Freedom of the seas

Reduced national armies and navies

Adjustment of colonial claims

Selfdetermination for new nations in Europe – Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Austria, Finland, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Turkey (the former Ottoman Empire)

General association of nations that would protect each other

Treaty of Versailles (“Peace built on quicksand”)

Political impact
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Sole responsibility of starting World War I placed on Germany

Loss of German territory in Europe – return of AlsaceLorraine to France; extension of French border to Rhine River
German colonies in Africa and the Pacific were declared mandates administered by the League of Nations

Creation of the League of Nations including the five allied powers and 32 neutral nations; Germany and Russia excluded

Limits on the size of German army

Germany forbidden to have an air force or to purchase/build submarines

Britain and France divide the Ottoman Empire/Arab lands (Sykes-Picot Agreement)

Economic impact

Germany prohibited from importing or manufacturing war materials and weapons

Article 231 (“War Guilt Clause”) – Germany forced to pay over $30 billion in war reparations over 30 years
Severe inflation and economic disaster affect Germany after the war, since large amounts of paper money printed to pay

off war debts

United States rejects Treaty of Versailles and signs a separate peace with Germany

WH.10D Identify the causes of the February (March) and October revolutions of 1917 in Russia, their effects on theIdentify the causes of the February (March) and October revolutions of 1917 in Russia, their effects on the

outcome of World War I, and the Bolshevik establishment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.outcome of World War I, and the Bolshevik establishment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

CAUSES OF THE FEBRUARY (MARCH) AND OCTOBER REVOLUTIONS OF 1917 IN RUSSIA, THEIR EFFECTS ON THE

OUTCOME OF WORLD WAR I, AND THE BOLSHEVIK ESTABLISHMENT OF THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST

REPUBLICS

Including, but not limited to:

Causes of the 1917 Revolutions in Russia

Widespread discontent among all classes of Russian society

Agitation from revolutionaries, mainly Bolsheviks promising “Peace, Land, Bread”
Weak leadership of Czar Nicholas II

Defeat in the Russo-Japanese War of 1905

Bloody Sunday (1905) results in the deaths of nearly 1,000 unarmed workers and their families who march on the palace in

St. Petersburg to protest better working conditions and are fired on by Russian soldiers

Heavy Russian losses in World War I

Strikes and riots including the protest riot in March 1917 over food and fuel shortages that leads to the abdication of the

czar

Effects on the outcome of World War I
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Civil unrest due to war – related food and fuel shortages lead to Nicholas II’s abdication in March 1917
Warweariness in Russia – 5.5 million casualties by 1917, although the provisional government pledged continued
participation on the Allies’ side
Germans arrange for Bolshevik leader Vladimir Lenin to return to Russia to stir unrest for the provisional government

When Lenin seizes power in November 1917, he offers Germany a truce.

Treaty of BrestLitovsk (1918) ends Russia’s participation in World War I and results in the losses of the Baltic States,
Finland, and Poland that emerge as independent nations after the Treaty of Versailles is signed

War threat on the Eastern Front is eliminated for Germany, which moves its forces to the Western Front and mounts one

last unsuccessful attempt to overrun France

Bolshevik establishment of the U.S.S.R.

Lenin topples the provisional government led by Alexander Kerensky in November 1917

All Russian farmland distributed to peasants

Workers’ groups known as soviets take control of factories
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk with Germany ends Russian involvement in World War I

Civil war with White Army and its Western allies between 1918 and 1920 led the widespread famine that follows, leads to

over 15 million Russian deaths before the White Army is defeated

To revive the economy, Lenin launches the New Economic Policy (NEP) that allows a limited amount of capitalism for

farmers and small businesses while major industries, banks, and communications are under state control

To prevent nationalism from spreading among Russia’s many ethnic groups, the country is organized into several smaller
republics with a central government in Moscow. Emergence of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in 1922.

Bolshevik party renamed Communist party

Power struggle develops between Joseph Stalin and Leon Trotsky after Lenin’s death in 1924 with Stalin emerging as the
new leader

WH.11 History. The student understands the causes and impact of the global economic depression immediately following WorldHistory. The student understands the causes and impact of the global economic depression immediately following World

War I. The student is expected to:War I. The student is expected to:

WH.11A Summarize the international, political, and economic causes of the global depression.Summarize the international, political, and economic causes of the global depression.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Summarize

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CAUSES OF THE GLOBAL DEPRESSION

Including, but not limited to:

Political
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Impact of World War I – United States emerged as a major creditor and financier of postwar restoration. Germany was
burdened with massive war reparations. Britain and France needed to rebuild. U.S. banks were more than willing to loan

money; however, once U.S. banks began failing, the banks not only stopped making loans, they wanted their money back.

This put pressure on European economies, which had not fully recovered from WW I, contributing to the global economic

downturn.

Protectionism – series of tariffs passed by the U.S. Congress between 1913 and 1930 to protect American business
against European competition; Smoot-Hawley Tariff of 1930 led to 66% decline in global trade between 1930 and 1934

Economic

Stock Market Crash of 1929 – $30 billion loss in four days
Bank failures resulting from farmers’ inability to pay back loans
Overproduction of business and farm goods in the United States

Uneven distribution of wealth in the United States

Lessened demand for consumer goods

Global depression affected developed economies, United States, European nations and Japan.  Reduction in trade limited

Japan’s access to raw materials. Soviet Union was not adversely affected by the global depression as the Soviet economy
was not industrialized fully nor a part of the global trade system in the 1930’s

WH.11B Explain the responses of governments in the United States, Germany, and the Soviet Union to the globalExplain the responses of governments in the United States, Germany, and the Soviet Union to the global

depression.depression.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE OF GOVERNMENTS TO THE GLOBAL DEPRESSION

Including, but not limited to:

United States

Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal – government spending would create jobs and start a recovery

Public works projects

Government agencies that gave financial help to businesses and farms

Welfare and relief programs including Social Security

Regulations to reform the stock market and banking

Demand for repayment of loans to European nations and withdrawal of U.S. investments in Europe

Germany

Military dictatorship
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Suspension of reparation payments

Militarism helped to reduce high unemployment

Outlawed labor unions

Soviet Union

Totalitarian communism

Industrialization and “collectivization” (farms under government control)
Millions exiled to Siberia (labor camps)

WH.12 History. The student understands the causes and impact of World War II. The student is expected to:History. The student understands the causes and impact of World War II. The student is expected to:

WH.12A Describe the emergence and characteristics of totalitarianism.Describe the emergence and characteristics of totalitarianism.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Describe

EMERGENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF TOTALITARIANISM

Including, but not limited to:

Emergence

Joseph Stalin – Soviet Union (1924)
Benito Mussolini – Italy (1922)
Adolf Hitler – Germany (1933)
Mao Zedong – China (1949)
Kim II Jung – North Korea (1948)

Characteristics

Dictatorship and absolute rule, characterized by a use of censorship and propaganda to maintain power

Dynamic leader who unites people towards a common goal and expects unconditional loyalty and uncritical support

Ideology glorifies the aims of the state and justifies government actions

State control over all aspects of society including business, religion, family life, education, and the arts

State control over the individual including denial of all civil liberties, including religious persecution

Dependence on mass technology including mass communication to spread propaganda and advanced military weapons

Organized violence that uses force such as police terror (Stalin’s Great Purge) and targeting of groups such as national
minorities (Jews and Germans) and political opponents
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSES, WORLD HISTORY STUDIES

WH.12B Explain the roles of various world leaders, including Benito Mussolini, Adolf Hitler, Hideki Tojo, Joseph Stalin,Explain the roles of various world leaders, including Benito Mussolini, Adolf Hitler, Hideki Tojo, Joseph Stalin,

Franklin D Roosevelt, and Winston Churchill, prior to and during World War II.Franklin D Roosevelt, and Winston Churchill, prior to and during World War II.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

ROLES OF VARIOUS WORLD LEADERS PRIOR TO AND DURING WORLD WAR II

Including, but not limited to:

Benito Mussolini (18831945) – fascist dictator of Italy during World War II
Adolf Hitler (18891945) – Nazi dictator of Germany during World War II
Hideki Tojo (18841948) – Prime Minister of Japan during World War II
Joseph Stalin (18781953) – communist dictator of the Soviet Union
Franklin Roosevelt (18821945) – President of the United States
Winston Churchill (18741964) – Prime Minister of Great Britain

Leaders of the Axis Powers: Hitler, Mussolini, Tojo

Leaders of the Allied Powers: Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin (met during Yalta Conference in 1945 to determine outcome of Europe

after World War II)

WH.12C Explain the major causes and events of World War II, including the German invasions of Poland and the SovietExplain the major causes and events of World War II, including the German invasions of Poland and the Soviet

Union, the Holocaust, Japanese imperialism, the attack on Pearl Harbor, the Normandy landings, and theUnion, the Holocaust, Japanese imperialism, the attack on Pearl Harbor, the Normandy landings, and the

dropping of the atomic bombs.dropping of the atomic bombs.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

MAJOR CAUSES AND EVENTS OF WORLD WAR II

Including, but not limited to:

As early as 1931 Japan and China were involved in a series of military skirmishes including Japan’s invasion of Manchuria by
army officers without official orders. In 1937 full-scale war erupted between China and Japan. Japanese forces committed

atrocities including the slaughter of over 300,000 civilians in what became known as the Rape of Nanjing.

German invasion of Poland on September 1, 1939, leads to Great Britain and France’s declarations of war on Germany; the
invasion is also the   first use of the German blitzkrieg (“lightning war”) that incorporates fastmoving airplanes and tanks.
German invasion of the Soviet Union (19411943) – also known as Operation Barbarossa; results in the unsuccessful German
sieges of Leningrad and Moscow. The harsh Russian winter halts further invasion in Russia. At the crucial turning point of the
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSES, WORLD HISTORY STUDIES

Battle of Stalingrad, Germans besiege Stalingrad in 1942, but Soviet forces divide and besiege part of the German army

leading to part of the German forces surrendering the following year after running out of food and ammunition. The Soviet army

then begins to push westward into Europe.

The Holocaust – genocide of over 6 million Jews and other groups throughout Europe considered by Germany to be inferior;
known as “The Final Solution” and resulted in the extermination of these people in death camps
Japanese imperialism – plans for a Pacific empire that included China that would allow Japan to solve its economic problems
by gaining access to raw materials needed for industrialization and markets for its goods, as well as providing more room for

its growing population. Manchuria and China were invaded in the 1930s. The Philippines, Malaya, Singapore, the Dutch East

Indies, and Burma are all occupied after the start of World War II.

Attack on Pearl Harbor (December 7, 1941) by Japan leads the United States to declare war on Japan. This results in a

declaration of war on the United States by Germany and Italy.

Normandy landings (June 6, 1944 – “DDay”) by Allied forces on the coast of France lead to a German retreat. As a result,
France and the Low Countries are liberated and Allied troops push eastward into Germany. Germany surrenders in 1945.

Dropping of atomic bombs (August 6 and 9, 1945) by United States on Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki leads to

Japan’s surrender.

WH.13 History. The student understands the impact of major events associated with the Cold War and independence movements.History. The student understands the impact of major events associated with the Cold War and independence movements.

The student is expected to:The student is expected to:

WH.13A Summarize how the outcome of World War II contributed to the development of the Cold War.Summarize how the outcome of World War II contributed to the development of the Cold War.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Summarize

HOW THE END OF WORLD WAR II LED TO THE COLD WAR

Including, but not limited to:

Yalta Conference (1945)

F.D. Roosevelt, W. Churchill, and J. Stalin address dealing with interim governments at the end of the war in Europe

Stalin’s aims differ from the other Allied powers in that he wanted a buffer in Eastern Europe against invasion from the West
Eastern European nations would have communist-friendly governments

Soviet satellite nations with communist governments installed in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, and

Romania

Germany divided into two sections with East Germany under communist control; city of Berlin is also divided with the

Soviets taking control of East Berlin

Churchill – “….an iron curtain has descended across the Continent.”
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSES, WORLD HISTORY STUDIES

Stalin – communism and capitalism cannot exist in the same world
Containment

New U.S. President Harry Truman adopts foreign policy of containment that attempts to block communism and prevent its

spread

Truman Doctrine (1947) – the United States would support any nation resisting a communist insurgency, demonstrated by
U.S. aid to Turkey and Greece to prevent spread of communism to these two countries

Marshall Plan (1947) – aid to Western Europe for economic recovery and prevention of spread of communism to this region;
spurred by Soviet takeover of Czechoslovakia

Berlin Airlift (1948) – after Allied withdrawal from Germany, Soviets close off Berlin to the West; Allies drop food and
medicine through an airlift that leads to the removal of the Soviet blockade of this city

WH.13B Summarize the factors that contributed to communism in China, including Mao Zedong's role in its rise, and howSummarize the factors that contributed to communism in China, including Mao Zedong's role in its rise, and how

it differed from Soviet communism.it differed from Soviet communism.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Summarize

FACTORS LEADING TO COMMUNISM IN CHINA AND HOW IT DIFFERED FROM SOVIET COMMUNISM

Including, but not limited to:

Extreme devastation of Chinese cities and economy by Japanese invasion during World War II

Resumption of civil war between Mao Zedong’s  communist Red Army and Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kaishek) Nationalist forces at
the end of World War II

Soviet Union supports Red Army and United States supports the Nationalist Army

Mao defeats Nationalists in 1949 and establishes a  communist government on the mainland while the Nationalists retreat to

Taiwan;  communists take over Tibet in 1950

Differences from Soviet communism:

Mao’s policies focused mainly on agrarian workers (peasants) as opposed to a focus on a movement of the working class and
industrialization as Soviet communism did

Khrushchev dismantled the “cult of personality” in the Soviet Union around Stalin while Mao continued to enhance the cult of
personality built up around him

The Soviet Union under Khrushchev advocated coexistence with the West; Mao continued a policy of aggression against the

perceived imperialist actions of nations, the United States in particular, by declaring an intent to assist with the revolutionary

struggles of people oppressed by imperialism

Great Leap Forward (19581961) – rural peasants placed in large collective farms called communes where production was
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controlled by the state; unsuccessful as crops failed; poor planning and inefficient industry hampered growth

WH.13C Identify the following major events of the Cold War, including the Korean War, the Vietnam War, and the armsIdentify the following major events of the Cold War, including the Korean War, the Vietnam War, and the arms

race.race.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

MAJOR EVENTS OF THE COLD WAR

Including, but not limited to:

Soviet satellites in Eastern Europe lead to the Iron Curtain (1945-1948)

Truman Doctrine (1947) – U.S. aid to Turkey and Greece to prevent spread of communism (containment)
Marshall Plan (1948) – U.S. aid to Western Europe for war recovery and prevention of spread of communism
Berlin Airlift (1948) – aid by air to Sovietblockaded Berlin
Communist takeover of mainland China by Mao Zedong (1949)

Creation of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) (1949) between Western European countries and the United States as

a defensive military alliance

Korean War (19501953) that leaves a divided Korean peninsula – North Korea (communist) and South Korea (democracy)
Creation of Warsaw Pact (1955) between U.S.S.R. and Eastern European satellites as a military alliance

Development and testing of a thermonuclear bomb by the United States (1952) followed by Soviet thermonuclear denotation

(1953)

Vietnam War (1953-1975) that results in communist-backed North Vietnam overtaking U.S.-backed South Vietnam

Launching of Sputnik satellite by Soviet Union (1957)

Cuban revolution led by Fidel Castro that leads to a communist takeover (1959-1960)

Berlin Wall divides the city into communist East Berlin and free West Berlin (1961)

Cuban Missile Crisis between U.S. and U.S.S.R. that almost leads to nuclear war (1962)

Civil war in Nicaragua that leads to communist-backed Sandinistas taking over the government (1979)

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan (1979) that lead to the formation of the Mujahideen, resistance fighters trained by U.S. and

Pakistani covert services

Civil war in El Salvador that leads the United States to back anti-communist forces known as the Contras (1980-1992)

Election of Mikhail Gorbachev in U.S.S.R. leads to political and economic reforms – Glasnost, Perestroika (1985)
Fall of Berlin Wall (1989)

End of  communist governments in Eastern Europe (1989-1990)

Reunification of Germany (1990)

Yeltsin overthrows Gorbachev in a coup and U.S.S.R. breaks up (1991)
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WH.13D Explain the roles of modern world leaders, including Ronald Reagan, Mikhail Gorbachev, Lech Walesa, and PopeExplain the roles of modern world leaders, including Ronald Reagan, Mikhail Gorbachev, Lech Walesa, and Pope

John Paul II, in the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.John Paul II, in the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

ROLES OF MODERN WORLD LEADERS IN THE COLLAPSE OF COMMUNISM IN EASTERN EUROPE AND THE SOVIET

UNION

Including, but not limited to:

Ronald Reagan (1911-2004)

U.S. President who described Soviet Union as “evil empire”
Negotiated with Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev in the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty that

eliminated nuclear and conventional ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles with intermediate ranges

Vastly increased U.S. defense spending led the Soviet Union into additional spending which contributed to the deterioration of

the Soviet economy; research into the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) troubled Soviet leadership with the concern the arms

race may suddenly shift towards Western superiority if a “space shield” would protect the West from nuclear attack
Berlin Wall speech to Gorbachev to tear down the wall

Mikhail Gorbachev (1931– ) Soviet Secretary General

Glasnost – openness that led to greater discussion of issues by the Soviet public, including new ideas for economic reform
and economic problems like the long lines to buy limited supplies of food and other products

Perestroika – economic restructuring where local managers gain greater authority over their farms and factories and allow for
opening of small private businesses

Democratization process that allowed more political freedom for voters, who could choose candidates supporting economic

reform

Lech Walesa (1943-)

Polish dockworker who led strike in Gdansk in order to get Polish government to recognize the Solidarity union, the first

independent free-trade union in the Soviet bloc

After martial law was imposed and Solidarity outlawed, he established the Round Table Agreements where the Polish

government agrees to parliamentary elections and a Solidarity-led government

Elected president of Poland in 1990 after the fall of communism in that nation

Pope John Paul II (1920-2005)
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Polish archbishop who, after his election as pope, was instrumental in ending communism in Poland and other parts of

Eastern Europe by giving spiritual inspiration to rise against communist leaders

WH.13E Summarize the rise of independence movements in Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia and reasons forSummarize the rise of independence movements in Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia and reasons for

ongoing conflicts.ongoing conflicts.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Summarize

RISE OF INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENTS IN AFRICA, MIDDLE EAST, AND SOUTH ASIA AND REASONS FOR ONGOING

CONFLICTS

Including, but not limited to:

Africa

In 1900, only Liberia and Ethiopia were independent African nations

South Africa (1910), Egypt (1922), Libya (1951)

Ghana (Gold Coast) – first subSaharan colony to become independent after WW II (1957)

Kwame Nkrumah led the independence movement from Britain and became the first leader of a former colonial nation in

Africa; supported the spread of independence movements throughout Africa

Power remained unstable until a democratic government was elected in 2000

Kenya (1963)

Jomo Kenyatta – leader of independence movement  from Britain and first president
Mau Mau uprising between Kenyans and British before independence

Corruption in government and ethnic conflicts remain in Kenya

Congo (1960)

Independence from Belgium (1960) leads to civil war between different factions

Mobutu Sese Seko rules as a dictator from the 1960s through the 1990s; country’s name changed to Zaire during his time
in power

Coups and civil war continue; numerous issues with refugees both from other nations and within the nation

Algeria (1962)

Independence from France

Unemployment and unfulfilled promises from independence fuel Islamic uprisings in the 1980s and 1990s that lead to the

establishment of an Islamic republic

Angola (1975)

Independence from Portugal in 1975
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Civil war between communist-backed and pro-democracy forces continues until resolution in the 2000s

Civil war leads to ongoing problems associated with detonations of land mines

Middle East

Israel

Balfour Declaration of 1917 calls for partition of Palestine that includes an independent Jewish state

Israel achieves independence in 1948 with David Ben Gurion as the first prime minister

Arab-Israeli conflict continues as both Israelis and Palestinians claim the same territory.

British, French, and Soviet departure from the region after World War II led to several new independent nations including Iran,

Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Egypt, and Cyprus

South Asia

India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh

Mohandas Gandhi begins non-violent independence movement from Great Britain that leads to independence in 1947

Conflicts between Hindus and Muslims lead to the partition of India into India and Pakistan

Civil war, coups, wars with India, and political assassinations have challenged Pakistan’s efforts to establish a stable
government.

Continued tensions between India and Pakistan over the region of Kashmir

Bangladesh, the eastern wing of Pakistan after Indian partitioning, declared independence from Pakistan in 1971

Sri Lanka (Ceylon)

Independence from Great Britain in 1948

Conflict between the Buddhist majority and the Tamils, a Hindu group, lead to civil war from the 1980s to 2009 with a defeat

of the Tamil Tigers 

WH.13F Explain how Arab rejection of the State of Israel has led to ongoing conflict.Explain how Arab rejection of the State of Israel has led to ongoing conflict.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

HOW ARAB REJECTION OF ISRAEL HAS LED TO ONGOING CONFLICT

Including, but not limited to:

Balfour Declaration of 1917 calls for partition of Palestine that includes an independent Jewish state

Israel achieves independence in 1948 with David Ben Gurion as the first prime minister

Six Arab states invade Israel the day after independence, but Israel is victorious
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Series of wars with Arab states, including major conflicts in 1956, 1967, and 1973

Hostilities with Egypt end with the Camp David Accords of 1979 and include the return of the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt

Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) began armed struggle with Israel over control of the Gaza Strip and West Bank; led

by Yasser Arafat

Palestinian intifadas continue fighting over these regions and for control of Jerusalem

Oslo Peace Agreement in 1993 led to Palestinian self-rule in the Gaza Strip and West Bank

Arab-Israeli conflict continues in the Middle East

WH.14 History. The student understands the development of radical Islamic fundamentalism and the subsequent use of terrorismHistory. The student understands the development of radical Islamic fundamentalism and the subsequent use of terrorism

by some of its adherents. The student is expected to:by some of its adherents. The student is expected to:

WH.14A Summarize the development and impact of radical Islamic fundamentalism on events in the second half of theSummarize the development and impact of radical Islamic fundamentalism on events in the second half of the

20th century, including Palestinian terrorism and the growth of al Qaeda.20th century, including Palestinian terrorism and the growth of al Qaeda.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Summarize

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPACT OF RADICAL ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISM ON EVENTS IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE 20th

CENTURY

Including, but not limited to:

Iran

Ayatollah Khomeini and fundamentalist Muslims overthrow the Shah and establish an Islamic state

60 Americans held hostage in the U.S. embassy in Tehran for 444 days

Palestinian Terrorism

Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) began armed struggle with Israel over control of the Gaza Strip and West Bank;

led by Yasser Arafat

Palestinian intifadas continue fighting over these regions and for control of Jerusalem

Hamas begins terrorism of Israel through a series of bombings that begin with the 1987 Intifada; goal is to eliminate Israel

Hezbollah

Shi’a Islamic fundamentalist group in Lebanon whose acts of terrorism began after the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982;
its goal is the elimination of Israel

Responsible for the 1983 U.S. barracks bombing in Lebanon

Supported by Syria and Iran

Al-Qaeda
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Pan-Islamic terrorist group led by Osama bin Laden

Goal is to defend Islam against all non-Islamic religions and influences

Responsible for the 1993 bombing of the parking garage at the World Trade Center and the September 11th airliner

hijackings that struck the Pentagon as well as destroyed the World Trade Center

Osama bin Laden – death in 2011 after a U.S. covert raid of his compound in Pakistan
Taliban

Fundamentalist group that controlled Afghanistan from 1996 to 2001

Revived as an insurgent group in the Pashtun region of Pakistan and Afghanistan

WH.14B Explain the US response to terrorism from September 11, 2001, to the present.Explain the US response to terrorism from September 11, 2001, to the present.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

U.S. RESPONSE TO TERRORISM SINCE SEPTEMBER 11, 2001

Including, but not limited to:

The War on Terror: goals – to bring Osama bin Laden and alQaeda to justice
National Strategy for Counterterrorism enduring principles (2005)

Make no concessions to terrorists and strike no deals

Bring terrorists to justice for their crimes

Isolate and apply pressure on states that sponsor terrorism to force them to change their behavior

Bolster the counterterrorist capabilities of those countries that work with the United States and require assistance

USA Patriot Act in 2001

Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism

Reduced restrictions on law enforcement agencies' ability to search telephone, e-mail communications, medical, financial,

and other records

Eased restrictions on foreign intelligence gathering within the United States

Expanded the Secretary of the Treasury’s authority to regulate financial transactions, particularly those involving foreign
individuals and entities

Broadened the discretion of law enforcement and immigration authorities in detaining and deporting immigrants suspected

of terrorism-related acts

National Security Agency initiates a secret operation to eavesdrop on telephone and e-mail communications between U.S.

citizens and people overseas without a warrant

Joint Congressional Resolution 107- 40 authorizing the use of military force "to deter and prevent acts of international
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terrorism against the United States."

Stricter aviation security under the responsibility of the federal government

Creation of the Department of Homeland Security in 2002

Operation Iraqi Freedom (2003-2010)

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein captured and executed in 2007

Afghanistan – Operation Enduring Freedom

Taliban and al-Qaeda targets bombed after 9/11

Taliban overthrown from power in 2001

NATO forces including U.S. troops have been in Afghanistan since 2001

NATO will withdrawal with a transition to full Afghan security responsibility due to be completed at the end of 2014

National Strategy for Counterterrorism enduring principles (2011) – revised to build upon the progress made

Adhering to U.S. core values

Building security partnerships

Applying counterterrorism tools and capabilities appropriately

Building a culture of resiliency

WH.15 Geography. The student uses geographic skills and tools to collect, analyze, and interpret data. The student is expected to:Geography. The student uses geographic skills and tools to collect, analyze, and interpret data. The student is expected to:

WH.15A Create and interpret thematic maps, graphs, and charts to demonstrate the relationship between geography andCreate and interpret thematic maps, graphs, and charts to demonstrate the relationship between geography and

the historical development of a region or nation.the historical development of a region or nation.

Create, Interpret

THEMATIC MAPS, GRAPHS, CHARTS, MODELS, DATABASES

Including, but not limited to:

Possible types of graphs

Double and triple bar and line graphs, circle graphs

Possible types of charts and maps

Free hand sketch maps, graphic organizers, web and fishbone maps

All maps, graphs, and charts used should show a relationship between geography and the historical development of a

region or nation
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Possible examples

A map showing the stages that led to the unification of Italy

A circle graph showing the percentages of land that European nations received in Africa after the Berlin Conference

A table showing the increase in deaths in Europe for each decade of the 14th century

 

STAAR Note:

These skills will be incorporated into STAAR test questions from reporting categories 1-4 and will be identified along with content

standards.

WH.15B Analyze and compare geographic distributions and patterns in world history shown on maps, graphs, charts, andAnalyze and compare geographic distributions and patterns in world history shown on maps, graphs, charts, and

models.models.

Analyze, Compare

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTIONS AND PATTERNS IN WORLD HISTORY

Including, but not limited to:

Possible geographic patterns to analyze and compare:

Population distribution and density over time

Distribution of economic systems over time

Distribution of political systems over time

Migration patterns over time

Trade patterns over time

 

STAAR Note:

These skills will be incorporated into STAAR test questions from reporting categories 1-4 and will be identified along with content

standards.

WH.16 Geography. The student understands the impact of geographic factors on major historic events and processes. The studentGeography. The student understands the impact of geographic factors on major historic events and processes. The student

is expected to:is expected to:
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WH.16A Locate places and regions of historical significance directly related to major eras and turning points in worldLocate places and regions of historical significance directly related to major eras and turning points in world

history.history.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Locate

PLACES, REGIONS OF HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE RELATED TO MAJOR ERAS AND TURNING POINTS

Including, but not limited to:

Development of River Valley Civilizations (8000BC-500BC)

Mesopotamia, Fertile Crescent, Nile River Valley, Indus Valley, Huang-He River Valley

Classical Era (500BC-600AD)

Persia, Greece, Athens, Sparta, Alexandria, Alexander the Great’s Empire, Italian peninsula, Rome, Roman Empire,
Mediterranean, Silk Road

Post-Classical Era (600-1450)

Byzantine Empire, Constantinople, Black Sea

Sahara Desert, Ghana, Mali

The Americas – Bering Strait, Mesoamerica, Andes Mountains, Chichen Itza, Tenochtitlan
Rise of Islam – Arabia, Mecca, Baghdad, Cairo, Spain, Iberian Peninsula, Jerusalem, Holy Land
Mongol Empire – Mongolia, Moscow
East Asia – Korea, Japan, Angkor Wat, Beijing, Tang China, Song China, Chang’an, Guangzhou
Europe – France, Normandy, Charlemagne’s Empire, England, Hastings, Paris, London, Holy Roman Empire

Connecting Hemispheres (1450-1750)

European Renaissance – Hanseatic League, Italy, Rome, Florence
Exploration – Spain, Portugal, Cape of Good Hope, Spice Islands, The Middle Passage, Strait of Malacca, Goa, Oyo,
Benin, Dahomey, Kongo, Ashanti

Seljuk and Ottoman Turks – Istanbul, Anatolia, Asia Minor
Age of Revolutions (1750-1914)

Imperial empires, Africa, Belgian Congo, Nigeria, South Africa, French West Africa, Dutch East Indies, French Indochina,

India

Straits of Malacca, Goa, Suez Canal, Panama Canal

 Manchester, Liverpool

Absolute monarchies in Europe – Prussia, Nantes, Paris, Versailles, St. Petersburg
American Revolution – Lexington and Concord, Boston, Philadelphia
French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars – France, Paris, Trafalgar, Elba, Waterloo, St. Helena
Latin America in the 19th Century – Haiti, Venezuela, Colombia, Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Brazil
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20thCentury-Present (1914-present)

World War I – Triple Alliance/Central Powers (Germany, AustriaHungary, Ottoman Empire and Bulgaria), Triple Entente
(Great Britain, France, Russia), Serbia, Balkan Peninsula,

Belgium, Western Front, Eastern Front

Russian Revolution and The Stalin Era – St. Petersburg, Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Moscow
The world between world wars – Weimer Republic, Manchuria, Nanking, Ethiopia, Spain, Third Reich, Rhineland,
Sudetenland, Munich

World War II – Allied Powers (Great Britain, France, U.S.S.R., the United States), Axis Powers (Germany, Italy, Japan),
Poland, North Africa,

Pearl Harbor, Pacific War Theater, Normandy, Berlin, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Yalta, Nuremberg

Cold War Era – United States, Washington, D.C., Soviet Union, Moscow, Potsdam, Iron Curtain, Soviet satellite nations,
Warsaw, Berlin,

China, North Korea, South Korea, North Vietnam, South Vietnam, Cuba, Nicaragua, Iran, Afghanistan

Postwar independence – India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Kenya, Senegal, The
Congo, Algeria, Angola, Mozambique

The Middle East in the 20th Century – Israel, Egypt, Libya, Lebanon, Syria, Sinai Peninsula, Persian Gulf, Saudi Arabia,
Iraq, Iran

WH.16B Analyze the influence of human and physical geographic factors on major events in world history, including theAnalyze the influence of human and physical geographic factors on major events in world history, including the

development of river valley civilizations, trade in the Indian Ocean, and the opening of the Panama and Suezdevelopment of river valley civilizations, trade in the Indian Ocean, and the opening of the Panama and Suez

canals.canals.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Analyze

EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND HUMAN GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS

Including, but not limited to:

Development of river valley civilizations

Advanced cities

Irrigation

Systems of government and religion

Written legal codes

Trade networks

Architecture – arch
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Divisions of time/calendar system

Writing

Trade in the Indian Ocean

Trade divided into an Arab zone, Indian zone and Chinese zone; thrived for years prior to the arrival of Europeans

Arab traders spread Islam to East Africa

Arab slavery trade along East African coast; later influences the European slavery trade

Piracy (both historic and contemporary)

European voyages of exploration bring spices from the East Indies and contribute to the Commercial Revolution in Europe

Opening of the Panama Canal (1914)

Creates a worldwide network of trade by connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

Latin America becomes a crossroads of world trade

Malaria and yellow fever are controlled

United States maintained a political and economic presence in Latin America by solely controlling the canal until 1977

Opening of the Suez Canal (1869)

Connects the Mediterranean Sea to the Red Sea to expand international trade between European countries and their

colonies in Asia and Africa

Modernizes Egypt, but expenses used to maintain communication networks and irrigation projects enable Britain to oversee

the canal’s financial affairs and then occupy Egypt
Becomes Britain’s “Lifeline of the Empire” as it brings quicker access to its colonies in Africa and Asia

WH.16C Interpret maps, charts, and graphs to explain how geography has influenced people and events in the past.Interpret maps, charts, and graphs to explain how geography has influenced people and events in the past.

Interpret, Explain

HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY MAPS, GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS

Including, but not limited to:

Historic Maps

Greece Geography

Mountainous peninsula

Mediterranean Sea

Isolated city-states

Rome Geography

Italian peninsula

Tiber River
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Contemporary Maps

Middle East Geography and its impact on the Arab-Israeli conflict

West Bank

Jordan River

Sinai Peninsula

Golan Heights

STAAR Note:

These skills will be incorporated into STAAR test questions from reporting categories 1-4 and will be identified along with content

standards.

WH.17 Economics. The student understands the impact of the Neolithic and Industrial revolutions and globalization on humanity.Economics. The student understands the impact of the Neolithic and Industrial revolutions and globalization on humanity.

The student is expected to:The student is expected to:

WH.17A Identify important changes in human life caused by the Neolithic Revolution and the Industrial Revolution.Identify important changes in human life caused by the Neolithic Revolution and the Industrial Revolution.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

IMPORTANT CHANGES CAUSED BY THE NEOLITHIC AND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONS

Including, but not limited to:

Neolithic Revolution

Changes in human life caused by the Neolithic agricultural revolution (establishment of settlements which led to civilized

societies)

Industrial Revolution

Changes in human life caused by the Industrial Revolution

New inventions, products, and methods of work

Cheaper prices for manufactured goods

Competition for trade

Growth of national pride

Beginning of imperialism so that raw materials could be obtained from colonies, and so that goods could be marketed to

these colonies

Spread of industrialization from Great Britain to mainland Europe and the United States and then to other parts of the

world
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Illness and death from poor working conditions in factories

Poor worker conditions – low wages, child labor, lack of solidarity without unions, long work hours
Rapid urbanization as enclosure laws ruined smaller farmers who moved to cities for work

Illness and death from overcrowding in cities as working population grew

Growth of free enterprise through laissez-faire economic policies

New artistic movements that reacted differently to industrialization – Romanticism and Realism
Luddites reacted to changes by damaging and destroying factories and machinery

Development of socialism and communism as a reaction to capitalism brought by industrialization

Reforms for working, living, and political conditions including the extension of universal manhood suffrage in some

industrialized nations

WH.17B Summarize the role of economics in driving political changes as related to the Neolithic Revolution and theSummarize the role of economics in driving political changes as related to the Neolithic Revolution and the

Industrial Revolution.Industrial Revolution.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Summarize

ROLE OF ECONOMICS IN POLITICAL CHANGES OF THE NEOLITHIC AND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONS

Including, but not limited to:

Neolithic Revolution

Production of surplus agricultural products allowed for specialized labor and led to the creation of an economy in settled

societies

Settlements need rules and law to maintain order to facilitate peaceful trade and to manage large irrigation projects

Threats of external invaders made it necessary to have leaders who could provide security

Finances were maintained by imposing taxes or tributes on residents

Industrial Revolution

Beginning of universal manhood suffrage – Great Britain – Reform Bill of 1832 enfranchised 20% of the male population (had
been 6% before passage of the bill); also redistributes electoral districts to the city where most voters lived and weakens

the power base of the rural aristocracy; greater freedoms to the middle class bosses, but leaves working class discontented

Chartism movement in Great Britain (18381848) – political party that calls for universal suffrage, the vote by ballot, annual
parliaments, equal electoral districts, and other radical reforms, as set forth in a document called the People's Charter;

working classes discontented with Reform Bill organize the London Workingman’s Association that drafts the People’s
Charter

Ideologies that grew from the Industrial Revolution result in the restructuring of the Whig and Tory parties in Great Britain to

the Liberal (emphasis on individual rights) and Conservative (emphasis on general order and tradition) parties.
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Societies shift from being primarily agricultural and rural to industrialization and urbanization.

WH.17C Summarize the economic and social impact of 20th century globalization.Summarize the economic and social impact of 20th century globalization.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Summarize

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACT OF 20th CENTURY GLOBALIZATION

Including, but not limited to:

Economic impact

Development of mass communication and information industries including satellites, computers, and the Internet that allow

people to transmit information and business transactions quickly and cheaply

Increase of goods and services led to a shift in manufacturing jobs from developed to undeveloped nations and outsourcing

Importation and adaptation of western products and rapid industrialization, especially in electronics, resulted in emergence

of Japan and the Four Tigers of Asia (South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong) as global economic powers

Development of multinational companies that operate in different countries, (e.g., Ford, Nestlē, Mazda, Honda)
Expansion of free trade to eliminate trade barriers between nations, (e.g., GATT, European Union, NAFTA)

Social impact

Spread of popular culture through television, movies, and other forms of mass media

Broadcast of international sporting events lead to popularity in other parts of the world, (e.g., growth of soccer in the United

States)

Spread of Western languages to Africa, Asia, and the Americas through colonization and imperialism

Use of English as the primary international language, (e.g., the Internet, international conferences)

WH.18 Economics. The student understands the historical origins of contemporary economic systems and the benefits of freeEconomics. The student understands the historical origins of contemporary economic systems and the benefits of free

enterprise in world history. The student is expected to:enterprise in world history. The student is expected to:

WH.18A Identify the historical origins and characteristics of the free enterprise system, including the contributions ofIdentify the historical origins and characteristics of the free enterprise system, including the contributions of

Adam Smith, especially the influence of his ideas found in The Wealth of Nations.Adam Smith, especially the influence of his ideas found in The Wealth of Nations.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

ORIGINS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM
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Including, but not limited to:

Free enterprise system – an economic system in which the factors of production are privately owned. Competition is based
on free enterprise. Supply, demand, and prices, not politics, determine the answers to the economic questions of how, what,

and for whom to produce. Characteristics include: economic freedom, voluntary exchange, competition, private property, and

the profit motive.

Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations, published in 1776 – free market economies are more productive and beneficial to their
societies; preference to local/domestic industry instead of international trade; selfinterest guided by an “invisible hand”
(laissezfaire) to effectively use resources in a nation’s economy without interference from government policies; public welfare
is a byproduct and is ineffectual when promoted by state and personal efforts, only unbridled market efforts help social good

Since free enterprise is based on natural laws governing economics, the practice of free enterprise can be traced to the

earliest bartering and trade of early civilization. Many societies have encouraged free enterprise by establishing standardized

weights, measures, and coinage; providing protection along trade routes; and encouraging new markets through the granting

of charters to private companies.

WH.18B Identify the historical origins and characteristics of communism, including the influences of Karl Marx.Identify the historical origins and characteristics of communism, including the influences of Karl Marx.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

ORIGINS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNISM

Including, but not limited to:

Communism

Developed from the ideas of Karl Marx as a form of socialism in response to the inequities of industrialization.

Marx and Engels wrote Communist Manifesto

WH.18C Identify the historical origins and characteristics of socialism.Identify the historical origins and characteristics of socialism.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

ORIGINS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIALISM

Including, but not limited to:

Socialism – an economic system in which government owns some factors of production and participates in answering the
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economic question of how, what, and to whom to produce.

Individuals who impacted historical origins

Charles Fourier and SaintSimon – French reformers 
Robert Owen – Utopian socialists 
Jeremy Bentham – Utilitarianism  

WH.18D Identify the historical origins and characteristics of fascism.Identify the historical origins and characteristics of fascism.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

ORIGINS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF FASCISM

Including, but not limited to:

Origins

Italy – (1922) with rise of power of Benito Mussolini (“Il Duce”)
Rising inflation and unemployment led to social unrest

Fascist leaders include: Mussolini, Hitler, and Franco

Characteristics

No clearly defined theory or program either economically or politically

Strict obedience to national authoritarian leader

Existence of only the leader’s political party
No individual rights

The state was supreme

WH.18E Explain why communist command economies collapsed in competition with free market economies at the end ofExplain why communist command economies collapsed in competition with free market economies at the end of

the 20th century.the 20th century.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

REASONS FOR COLLAPSE OF COMMUNIST CENTERED ECONOMIES WHEN COMPETING WITH FREE-MARKET

ECONOMIES IN THE LATE 20th CENTURY

Including, but not limited to:
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Post World War II western capitalist nations experienced huge rises in the standard of living and expansion of the middle

class.  Homeownership became common along with car ownership.  A wide variety of consumer goods were produced

including radios, televisions, phones, VCR's, microwaves and clothing.  Huge production of consumer goods fueled economic

growth as well as growing consumer debt. 

In contrast, post-World War II communist Soviet satellite nations and the Soviet Union experienced rapid industrialization, yet

industry concentrated on producing military equipment and supplying the arms race. Production of consumer goods lagged

resulting in a shortage of basic living staples.  Standing in line for products and rationing became common along with a

shortage of housing; eventually military spending at the expense of consumer production led to the collapse of the Soviet

economy.

Gorbachev’s reforms in the Soviet Union

Glasnost – openness that led to greater discussion of issues by the Soviet public, including new ideas for economic
reform and economic problems like the long lines to buy limited supplies of food and other products

Perestroika – economic restructuring where local managers gain greater authority over their farms and factories and allow
for opening of small private businesses

Democratization process that allowed more political freedom for voters, who could choose candidates supporting

economic reform

Eastern Europeans saw the changes taking place in the Soviet Union as an opportunity to gain independence from

communist control and eventually the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe.

Solidarity legalized as a workers’ union in Poland
Private enterprise and a small stock market established in Hungary

Yeltsin implements “shock therapy” in Russia’s economy that eliminated government intervention in the economy, reduced
trade barriers, removed price controls, and eliminated subsidies to state-run industries

WH.18F Formulate generalizations on how economic freedom improved the human condition, based on students'Formulate generalizations on how economic freedom improved the human condition, based on students'

knowledge of the benefits of free enterprise in Europe's Commercial Revolution, the Industrial Revolution, andknowledge of the benefits of free enterprise in Europe's Commercial Revolution, the Industrial Revolution, and

20th-century free market economies, compared to communist command communities.20th-century free market economies, compared to communist command communities.

Formulate

GENERALIZATIONS ON HOW ECONOMIC FREEDOM IMPROVED THE HUMAN CONDITION AS COMPARED TO

COMMUNIST COMMAND ECONOMIES

Including, but not limited to:

Elimination of long lines for food and other products

Higher wages for workers

Greater control on decision-making and authority in former farming and manufacturing industries where central planning
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systems had been in place

Greater workers’ rights through legalization of unions (Solidarity in Poland)
Free election of candidates who supported economic reforms

WH.19 Government. The student understands the characteristics of major political systems throughout history. The student isGovernment. The student understands the characteristics of major political systems throughout history. The student is

expected to:expected to:

WH.19A Identify the characteristics of monarchies and theocracies as forms of government in early civilizations.Identify the characteristics of monarchies and theocracies as forms of government in early civilizations.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

CHARACTERISTICS OF MONARCHIES AND THEOCRACIES IN EARLY CIVILIZATIONS

Including, but not limited to:

Monarchies – military leaders who commanded soldiers displace priests as rulers; power passed on to their sons, who in turn
passed it on to their sons; this leads to formation of early dynasties in river valley civilizations (e.g., Sumerian city-states)

Theocracies – rulers were divine leaders who were seen as godkings (e.g., pharaohs in Egypt; stood at the center of both
religion and the government and its army)

WH.19B Identify the characteristics of the following political systems: theocracy, absolute monarchy, democracy, republic,Identify the characteristics of the following political systems: theocracy, absolute monarchy, democracy, republic,

oligarchy, limited monarchy, and totalitarianism.oligarchy, limited monarchy, and totalitarianism.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Identify

POLITICAL SYSTEMS

Including, but not limited to:

Theocracy – ruler controlled both religious and political affairs; seen as divine (Ancient Egypt)
Absolute monarchy – King or Queen who has unlimited power and seeks to control all aspects of society (Louis XIV of
France)

Democracy – government controlled by its citizens, either directly or indirectly (Ancient Athens)
Republic – power is in the hands of representatives and leaders are elected by the people (Roman Republic, United States)
Oligarchy – rule by a few, especially when rule is based on wealth (Greek citystates)
Limited monarchy – laws limit the power of a ruler (constitutional monarchy England after the Glorious Revolution)
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Totalitarianism – government control over every aspect of public and private life (Stalin in the U.S.S.R.)

WH.20 Government. The student understands how contemporary political systems have developed from earlier systems ofGovernment. The student understands how contemporary political systems have developed from earlier systems of

government. The student is expected to:government. The student is expected to:

WH.20A Explain the development of democratic-republican government from its beginnings in the Judeo-Christian legalExplain the development of democratic-republican government from its beginnings in the Judeo-Christian legal

tradition and classical Greece and Rome through the English Civil War and the Enlightenment.tradition and classical Greece and Rome through the English Civil War and the Enlightenment.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Explain

THE DEVELOPMENT OF  DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT

Including, but not limited to:

JudeoChristian beliefs – Ten Commandments; Mosaic Law

Greece

Direct democracy in Athens (male citizens – one person, one vote)
Written codes of laws (begun by Solon)

Pericles extends democracy

Public trial (e.g., Socrates)

Rome

Early republic (power rests with citizens who have right to vote to select their leaders. In Rome, citizenship with voting rights

was granted only to free-born male citizens)

Patricians (aristocratic landowners) and plebeians (common farmers, artisans, merchants)

Twelve tables state that all free citizens should be protected by the law

Government by two consuls, a senate, and council of assemblies

Executive, legislative, and judicial branch

Veto (Latin for “I refuse”)
Jury trials – trial by jury of your peers

England’s evolving government

Magna Carta (1215)

Henry II, married to Eleanor of Aquitaine, ruled England at which time certain democratic traditions began to evolve.

introduced the use of the jury in English courts

English Civil War and Glorious Revolution

England transforms from an absolute monarchy to a constitutional monarchy
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English Bill of Rights (1689)

Enlightenment thinkers (Philosophers)

Montesquieu

John Locke

Thomas Hobbes

Rousseau

Voltaire

WH.20B
Identify the impact of political and legal ideas contained in the following documents: Hammurabi's Code, the Jewish TenIdentify the impact of political and legal ideas contained in the following documents: Hammurabi's Code, the Jewish Ten

Commandments, Justinian's Code of Laws, Magna Carta, the English Bill of Rights, the Declaration of Independence, the U.S.Commandments, Justinian's Code of Laws, Magna Carta, the English Bill of Rights, the Declaration of Independence, the U.S.

Constitution, and the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen.Constitution, and the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

IMPACT OF POLITICAL AND LEGAL IDEAS FROM HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS

Including, but not limited to:

Hammurabi's Code

Political impact – by deriving a single code of laws from the body of custom of his day, Hammurabi made law something
objective, and less personal and, therefore, more stable and predictable

Legal impact – the notion of a separate judiciary, as part of overall government (this is a hallmark of modern democratic
governments, the world over)

Jewish Ten Commandments

Moses the Lawgiver

High standard of moral conduct

Covenant between God and the Hebrew people – God’s protection in exchange for keeping God’s commandments
Justinian's Code of Laws

Byzantine Law code (529 AD) that influenced European laws

The eastern Byzantine Empire carries on the Roman law, while the western part of the empire goes through a rather lawless

time.

Magna Carta

King John of England was forced by his nobles to sign in 1215
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Political ideas – limited power of the monarchy by requiring the king to consult nobles when raising taxes
Legal ideas – no one is above the law, representative government, trial by jury

English Bill of Rights

Limitations on absolute monarchy

No levying of taxes without Parliament’s permission
No suspension of freedom of speech in Parliament

Citizens have right to petition king with grievances

Declaration of Independence

Unalienable rights – life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness
Governments established to protect these rights

People have the right to change or abolish a government that does not protect their rights

U.S. Constitution

Powers divided among three branches of government

Checks and balances between the three branches of government

Federal system of government where power is divided between the state and national governments

Bill of Rights that protects personal freedoms, including those of speech, religion, the press, and of petition

Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen

Men are born and remain free and equal in rights that include liberty, property, security, and freedom from oppression

Governments have the goal of preserving these rights

Freedom of religion, freedom of speech, equal justice to all citizens

“Liberty, Equality, Fraternity”

WH.20C Explain the political philosophies of individuals such as John Locke, Thomas Hobbes, Voltaire, Charles deExplain the political philosophies of individuals such as John Locke, Thomas Hobbes, Voltaire, Charles de

Montesquieu, Jean Jacques Rousseau, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin, Thomas Jefferson, and William Blackstone.Montesquieu, Jean Jacques Rousseau, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin, Thomas Jefferson, and William Blackstone.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHIES OF SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALS

Including, but not limited to:

John Locke – governments have contact with the people; governments must protect their citizen’s life, liberty and property,
and should they fail to do so, they can and should be replaced; influence of his ideas are evident in the Declaration of

Independence

Thomas Hobbes – men should put their faith (create a contract) in a strong government to provide stability for their lives, since
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people have lives that are “cruel, nasty, brutish and short.”
Voltaire – advocacy of civil liberties including tolerance, freedom of religion, and freedom of speech
Charles de Montesquieu – power should be balanced between three branches of officials (separation of powers)
Jean Jacques Rousseau – the general will, usually defined as the majority, should determine the laws of the nation
Thomas Aquinas – truth is known through reason and faith
John Calvin – government and religion should be interrelated; divinity and worship should be applied to uphold the laws of man
Thomas Jefferson – people are born with certain Godgiven rights that cannot be taken away; people have the right to rebel
against an unjust ruler

William Blackstone – people have the right to property as “sole and despotic dominion which one man claims and exercises
over the external things of the world.”
Mary Wollstonecraft – argued that women deserved the same rights as men

WH.20D Explain the significance of the League of Nations and the United Nations.Explain the significance of the League of Nations and the United Nations.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

SIGNIFICANCE OF LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND UNITED NATIONS

Including, but not limited to:

League of Nations

Based on Wilson’s Fourteen Points and the Treaty of Versailles
International peace-keeping organization

Consisted of 32 Allied and neutral nations

Germany and Russia excluded

Five Allied powers – U.S., Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan – were permanent members of the Executive Council
U.S. Senate refused to ratify Treaty of Versailles because of the League of Nations and preferred an isolationist policy

U.S. never joined the League of Nations

League dissolved in 1946 after the end of World War II

United Nations

UN Charter (1945) – the 51 original members promise to protect each other against aggression, to advance human rights
and the development of democratic principles throughout the world

General Assembly where each member country has one vote

Power rests with the 15-member Security Council

Five permanent members – U.S., Great Britain, France, China, and Russia with veto power
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Ten non-permanent members elected to two year terms by the General Assembly

Declaration of Human Rights that addresses the mission of humanitarian assistance

Peacekeeping forces sent to troubled areas of the world; won the Noble Prize for Peace in 1988

Currently 193 member nations with the newest being South Sudan in 2011

WH.21 Citizenship. The student understands the significance of political choices and decisions made by individuals, groups, andCitizenship. The student understands the significance of political choices and decisions made by individuals, groups, and

nations throughout history. The student is expected to:nations throughout history. The student is expected to:

WH.21A Describe how people have participated in supporting or changing their governments.Describe how people have participated in supporting or changing their governments.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Describe

HOW PEOPLE CAN SUPPORT OR CHANGE THEIR GOVERNMENT

Including, but not limited to:

Support

Voting

Registering others to vote

Paying taxes

Recruitment in the military

Change

Revolution – United States, France, Glorious Revolution in England, Spanish colonies in Latin America, Russia; Arab
Spring in Tunisia, Libya, Yemen, Egypt

Nonviolent protests – Gandhi in India, Mandela in South Africa, Martin Luther King, Jr. in United States, Solidarity in
Poland

Secession – Confederate States of America
Military coup d’états – Argentina, Nigeria
Peaceful transitions through voting – United States when political parties shift powers, Mandela in South Africa
Religious influences – John Paul II in Poland, Khomeini in Iran

WH.21B Describe the rights and responsibilities of citizens and noncitizens in civic participation throughout history.Describe the rights and responsibilities of citizens and noncitizens in civic participation throughout history.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Describe
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CITIZENS AND NONCITIZENS

Including, but not limited to:

Roles of citizens and noncitizens, especially their role in civic participation, in Greece and Rome

Greece (because Greece was not united, this varies from city-state to city-state)

Citizens – free born men who owned property
Noncitizens – women, enslaved people, and foreigners
Rights for citizens included

Voting

Passing laws

Speaking at public meetings

Responsibilities included

Participating in the government

Paying taxes

Serving in the military (Sparta – lifelong career)
Following (obeying) laws

The Great War (WW I)

Rationing

Draft

War economy

WH.21C Identify examples of key persons who were successful in shifting political thought, including William Wilberforce.Identify examples of key persons who were successful in shifting political thought, including William Wilberforce.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

KEY PERSONS WHO SUCCESSFULLY SHIFTED POLITICAL THOUGHT

Including, but not limited to:

William Wilberforce (17591833) – British politician who successfully led the movement to abolish slavery in Great Britain In
1807, the Slave Trade Act of 1807 led to the end of the African slavery trade. Shortly before his death in 1833, Parliament

passed the Slavery Abolition Act of 1833 that ended slavery in most of the British Empire.

WH.22 Citizenship. The student understands the historical development of significant legal and political concepts related to theCitizenship. The student understands the historical development of significant legal and political concepts related to the
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rights and responsibilities of citizenship. The student is expected to:rights and responsibilities of citizenship. The student is expected to:

WH.22A Summarize the development of the rule of law from ancient to modern times.Summarize the development of the rule of law from ancient to modern times.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Summarize

DEVELOPMENT OF RULE OF LAW

Trace

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF RULE OF LAW, RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Including, but not limited to:

Law, rights, and responsibilities in the ancient world, including:

Code of Hammurabi

First uniform law

Designates what is a crime and what the punishment will be

Punishments determined by social class

Provided guidelines for citizens to follow for an orderly society

10 Commandments (Hebrew Code of Law) and Talmud

Law code based on responsibilities of the citizens and not the threat of punishment

Equality under the law

Legal and political concepts beginning in the ancient world and continuing through the Roman republic, including:

rights

democracy

Twelve tables

Participation in government

Medieval Legal Practices

Trial by Ordeal- justice was decided when the accused was subjected to a painful, usually physical test; successful

completion of an ordeal revealed God’s judgment
Rule of law – the idea that government is a rule of law, not a rule of men

Originated in early civilizations of the Tigris-Euphrates River valley

Exemplified by written codes of law, such as the Code of Hammurabi

Brought forward by Jewish law recorded in the 10 Commandments, the Torah, and other teachings of Judaism

Recorded in Greco-Roman law by Solon, Pericles and the Twelve Tables of Law in Rome
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Explained and further organized in Justinian’s Codes of Law
English Common law influenced the rule of law in the American colonies

Rights of the “ Englishman”
Magna Carta – Asserts the rights of the nobles and limits the authority of the king
England, USA and France create bill of rights documents to limit the government’ control of its citizens.  

WH.22B Identify the influence of ideas regarding the right to a "trial by a jury of your peers" and the concepts ofIdentify the influence of ideas regarding the right to a "trial by a jury of your peers" and the concepts of

"innocent until proven guilty" and "equality before the law" that originated from the Judeo-Christian legal"innocent until proven guilty" and "equality before the law" that originated from the Judeo-Christian legal

tradition and in Greece and Rome.tradition and in Greece and Rome.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

INFLUENCE OF LEGAL IDEAS FROM JUDEO-CHRISTIAN TRADITIONS, GREECE, AND ROME

Including, but not limited to:

Trial by a jury of your peers

Greece – a jury of peers
Rome – yearly selection of judices who resolved disputes; tribunals were judges who were like juries since they were
civilians and not professional judges

Innocent until proven guilty

JudeoChristian – Moses decreed that testimony could be found in the testimony of two or three witnesses
Greece – included in the laws of Sparta and Athens
Rome – Twelve Tables – “Accusers are to understand that they are not to prefer charges unless they can be proven by
proper witnesses or by conclusive documents.”

Equality before the law

Greece – equal justice to all
JudeoChristian – universal God to whom all people are equally his children
Rome – Twelve Tables called for the fair administration of laws

WH.22C Identify examples of politically motivated mass murders in Cambodia, China, Latin America, the Soviet Union, andIdentify examples of politically motivated mass murders in Cambodia, China, Latin America, the Soviet Union, and

Armenia.Armenia.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard
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Identify

POLITICALLY MOTIVATED MASS MURDER

Including, but not limited to:

Cambodia (19751979) – Pol Pot’s Killing Fields in Cambodia, where he sought to return his country to its agrarian roots by
forcing people out of the cities and executing the intellectuals and professionals, resulted in over 2 million deaths

China (19371938) – “Rape of Nanking” occurred when Japanese Imperial soldiers murdered 300,000 civilians and soldiers out
of the 600,000 in that city.

Latin America – various countries such as Chile, Argentina, and El Salvador in the 1970s and 1980s as a result of military
coups and civil wars

Soviet Union

Stalin’s Forced Famine of the Ukraine (19321933) was Stalin’s response to quell an independence movement and resulted
in over 7 million deaths, when Stalin issued mandatory quotas that shipped foodstuffs from this region until no food was left

Stalin’s Great Purge (19341939) – removal of the old leaders of the communist movement and the many high ranking
military officers to ensure Stalin’s complete control

Armenia (19151918) – 1,500,000 Armenians die through forced marches and massacres that result when Turkey expels
them from their native homeland in that country

WH.22D Identify examples of genocide, including the Holocaust and genocide in the Balkans, Rwanda, and Darfur.Identify examples of genocide, including the Holocaust and genocide in the Balkans, Rwanda, and Darfur.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

EXAMPLES OF GENOCIDE

Including, but not limited to:

The Holocaust (6 million deaths)

Deterioration of conditions for Jews in Germany in the 1930s and 1940s, including the Nuremberg Laws (1935), the

establishment of ghettos and concentration camps, and the program of genocide

Short-term and long-term effects of the Holocaust on the Jewish people and how this actually led to the re-establishment of

the Jewish nation

The Balkans – ethnic cleansing of communities in Bosnia by Serbian troops; Srebrenica massacre (1995) involves the murder
of over 8,000 Bosnian Muslim (Bosniak) males in this community

Rwanda – mass murders by the majority Hutu population of over 800,000 minority Tutsi and proTutsi supporters (1994)
Darfur – western region of Sudan where Sudanese governmentsupported Arab militias known as the Janjaweed against native
groups in this region have resulted in over 400,000 deaths and the displacement of 2.8 million civilians
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WH.22E Identify examples of individuals who led resistance to political oppression such as Nelson Mandela, MohandasIdentify examples of individuals who led resistance to political oppression such as Nelson Mandela, Mohandas

Gandhi, Oscar Romero, Natan Sharansky, Las Madres de la Plaza de Mayo, and Chinese student protestors inGandhi, Oscar Romero, Natan Sharansky, Las Madres de la Plaza de Mayo, and Chinese student protestors in

Tiananmen Square.Tiananmen Square.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

INDIVIDUALS WHO LED RESISTANCE TO POLITICAL OPPRESSION

Including, but not limited to:

Nelson Mandela (1918) – antiapartheid activist whose actions after his release from prison led to the establishment of a
multi-ethnic South African government that he headed as president

Mohandas Gandhi (18691948) – led Indians to independence from Great Britain through nonviolent resistance
Oscar Romero (19171980) – Roman Catholic archbishop of El Salvador who spoke out against poverty, social injustice, and
torture in his country; assassinated by a death squad

Natan Sharansky (1948 ) – Sovietborn human rights activist that monitored human rights activities in the U.S.S.R.; founder
of the Refusenik (Soviet Jews who were banned from emigrating from the U.S.S.R.) movement; sentenced to a Siberian labor

camp; eventually settled in Israel where he founded the Soviet Jewry Zionist Forum to help Soviet Jews emigrate to Israel; now

heads the Jewish Agency for Israel which is responsible for helping bring millions of emigrants to Israel

Las Madres de la Plaza de Mayo – association of Argentine mothers who assembled in the main square of Buenos Aires to
protest the disappearance of their children during Argentina’s “Dirty War” between 19761983; symbolized by white head
scarves embroidered with their children’s names
Chinese student protestors in Tiananmen Square (AprilJune 1989) – several thousand students who organized in Beijing to
protest Deng Xiaoping’s antidemocratic policies through demonstrations and hunger strikes; symbolized by the Goddess of
Democracy and “Tank Man; ”Deng responds with a declaration of martial law and a crackdown of 250,000 Chinese soldiers
who fire into the crowd of demonstrators and results in the deaths of several hundred protestors

WH.22F Assess the degree to which American ideals have advanced human rights and democratic ideas throughout theAssess the degree to which American ideals have advanced human rights and democratic ideas throughout the

world.world.

Assess

ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRATIC IDEAS THROUGH AMERICAN IDEALS

Including, but not limited to:
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Rights of man through a written declaration (e.g., Revolutionary France and the Declaration of the Rights of Man)

Rebelling against tyranny (e.g., French Revolution, Revolutions in Latin America, Russian Revolution)

Fighting for freedom and democracy in World Wars I and II

Solidarity movement in Poland

Break-up of the Soviet Union

Fall of the Berlin Wall

End of apartheid in South Africa

Human rights advocacy in areas of conflict or those ravaged by war (e.g., Marshall Plan, Darfur)

WH.23 Culture. The student understands the history and relevance of major religious and philosophical traditions. The student isCulture. The student understands the history and relevance of major religious and philosophical traditions. The student is

expected to:expected to:

WH.23A Describe the historical origins, central ideas, and spread of major religious and philosophical traditions,Describe the historical origins, central ideas, and spread of major religious and philosophical traditions,

including Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Sikhism, and the development ofincluding Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Sikhism, and the development of

monotheism.monotheism.

Readiness StandardReadiness Standard

Describe

Including, but not limited to:

Buddhism

Christianity

Confucianism

Hinduism

Islam

Judaism

Sikhism

Development of monotheism

WH.23B Identify examples of religious influence on various events referenced in the major eras of world history.Identify examples of religious influence on various events referenced in the major eras of world history.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

RELIGIOUS INFLUENCE
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Including, but not limited to:

Classical Era (500BC-600AD)

Hindu caste system provided social order in South Asia.

Confucian teachings were instrumental in the creation the Chinese bureaucracy

Ashoka’s policies of religious tolerance were influenced by his conversion to Buddhism

Post-Classical Era (600-1450)

Christianity served as a cultural unifying force in Western Europe, providing Christians with a sense of security and a religious

community.

At the local level, the church was the religious and social center. People met there for service, social gatherings and festive

celebrations.

Pope Urban II used the promise of salvation to attract knights to fight in the Crusades.

Many had religious motivations for participation in the Crusades.

Islam served as a cultural unifying force bringing together many ethnic groups.

Islamic merchants facilitated trade, which spread Arabic. In Africa Arabic mixes with Bantu to create Swahili.

Connecting Hemispheres (1450-1750)

Missionaries and explorers were motivated to spread Christianity to colonial regions.

Leaders of the Reformation including Martin Luther and John Calvin were influenced to reform religious practices.

WH.24 Culture. The student understands the roles of women, children, and families in different historical cultures. The student isCulture. The student understands the roles of women, children, and families in different historical cultures. The student is

expected to:expected to:

WH.24A Describe the changing roles of women, children, and families during major eras of world history.Describe the changing roles of women, children, and families during major eras of world history.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Describe

ROLES OF WOMEN, CHILDREN, FAMILIES IN WORLD HISTORY

Including, but not limited to:

River Valley Civilizations (8000BC-500BC)

Specialization of labor allowed for paid labor for men; women became the primary caregivers to children and educators of

children which was unpaid.

Families, including children, shared labor in agricultural settings.
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Classical Era (500BC-600AD)

All Classical empires developed patriarchal social systems where women had little political influence. Yet women ran

households and shared in family businesses in the western world. Children were primarily educated at home by mothers,

especially girls.  Children were contributors to family economic ventures especially agricultural.

Spartan boys were sent to military school at a young age.

In Roman society women had freedom to own property and could testify in court.

Families were the basic social unit in all classical civilizations.

Age of Revolutions (1750-1914)

Little changed in the roles of women, children and families until the advent of industrialization, when women and children took

on jobs in factories and as domestic servants in homes of middle class families.

Urbanization, followed by public education developing in industrialized regions, resulted in a shift in the role of children.

 Children became financial liabilities rather than a labor source.

20th Century to Present (1914-present)

Women worked in factories to aid in the war economy and eventually gained rights to vote in western societies. 

Family sizes decreased in industrialized societies as children became more expensive to provide for and no longer needed as

a source of labor as when they were in agricultural based economies. 

WH.24B Describe the major influences of women such as Elizabeth I, Queen Victoria, Mother Teresa, Indira Gandhi,Describe the major influences of women such as Elizabeth I, Queen Victoria, Mother Teresa, Indira Gandhi,

Margaret Thatcher, and Golda Meir during major eras of world history.Margaret Thatcher, and Golda Meir during major eras of world history.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Describe

INFLUENCES OF WOMEN IN WORLD HISTORY

Including, but not limited to:

Elizabeth I (15331603) – Queen of England who restored Protestantism and defeated the Spanish Armada, which solidified
England as a major naval power

Queen Victoria (18191901) – Queen of Great Britain whose reign saw the British Empire reach its height of wealth and power
Mother Teresa (19101997) – humanitarian who established the Sisters of Charity in Calcutta, India, to assist the poor, was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979

Indira Gandhi (19171984) – Prime Minister of India who increased food production through the Green Revolution
Margaret Thatcher (1925 ) – Prime Minister of Great Britain who revitalized that nation’s economy and defeated Argentina in
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the war over the Falkland Islands.

Golda Meir (18981978) – Prime Minister of Israel who led her nation through the 1973 Yom Kippur War with Egypt and Syria.

WH.25 Culture. The student understands how the development of ideas has influenced institutions and societies. The student isCulture. The student understands how the development of ideas has influenced institutions and societies. The student is

expected to:expected to:

WH.25A Summarize the fundamental ideas and institutions of Eastern civilizations that originated in China and India.Summarize the fundamental ideas and institutions of Eastern civilizations that originated in China and India.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Summarize

FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS/INSTITUTIONS OF EASTERN CIVILIZATIONS THAT ORIGINATED IN CHINA AND INDIA

Including, but not limited to:

Filial piety is rooted at the center of most Chinese religious traditions

Yin-Yang is a Chinese philosophy describing the dynamic interconnection of complementary forces such as light/dark,

dry/wet, male/female; the Chinese classical text I Ching used as an oracle to detect and predict changes in the relationship

of yin-yang forces

Daoism in China emphasizes a life of lived in harmony with the “Dao” or “way”; the Dao is the driving force behind everything
that exists

Confucianism highlighted the reciprocal nature of relationships and the sacrifices one must make for the group, especially the

family group.

Emphasis given to duty, honor and learning.

Society operates best when individuals regulate their own behavior for the benefit of all.

Time is viewed as cyclical much like the dynastic cycle in China.

The mind(spiritual) and body(physical) are linked as evidenced in the martial arts and yoga practices

People should live in harmony with nature as evidenced in artwork and architecture.

Society is hierarchal as evidenced by the Confucian relationships and the caste system.

Social status was given to educators; historically entertainers were viewed with lower status because they did not produce for

society.

WH.25B Summarize the fundamental ideas and institutions of Western civilizations that originated in Greece and Rome.Summarize the fundamental ideas and institutions of Western civilizations that originated in Greece and Rome.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Summarize
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FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS/INSTITUTIONS OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION THAT ORIGINATED IN GREECE AND ROME

Including, but not limited to:

Stresses the fundamental worth of the individual with rights and responsibilities.

Pride in athletic competition originating with the ancient Olympics.

Application of logic to science and literature originating with the ancient philosophers, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle

Creation of monumental structures

Government can use a representative system (republic) to facilitate political decision-making in a large, diverse empire

Society is best regulated with laws and legal principles such as:

A person is considered innocent until proven guilty.

The burden of proof rests with the accuser rather than the accused.

A person should be punished only for actions, not thoughts.

Any law that seems unreasonable or grossly unfair could be set aside.

WH.25C Explain the relationship among Christianity, individualism, and growing secularism that began with theExplain the relationship among Christianity, individualism, and growing secularism that began with the

Renaissance and how the relationship influenced subsequent political developments.Renaissance and how the relationship influenced subsequent political developments.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHRISTIANITY, INDIVIDUALISM, AND GROWING SECULARISM AND HOW THIS INFLUENCED

SUBSEQUENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Including, but not limited to:

Beginning of Humanism during the Renaissance – renewed interest in the Classical Greek and Roman texts that focus on
human potential and achievements that do not necessarily align with Church teachings

Humanist movement promotes secularism, where a more worldly view of society is taken

Rebirth of individualism, challenging traditional Church power

Expansion of trade and growth of prosperity and luxury generates greater interest in worldly pleasures including clothing, food,

music, and art

Uniform points of view from the Church no longer were pervasive; the “here and now” was viewed as more important than the
supernatural and the afterlife

Humanist writers and philosophers whose ideas fostered individual expression and intellectual freedom

Spirit of individualism fosters Protestant Reformation

Ideas related to Humanism later impact the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment

The dignity of the individual gives rise to democratic ideas – freedom of speech, freedom of the press
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WH.25D Explain how Islam influences law and government in the Muslim world.Explain how Islam influences law and government in the Muslim world.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

THE INFLUENCE OF ISLAM ON LAW AND GOVERNMENT IN THE MUSLIM WORLD

Including, but not limited to:

Shari’a
Interpretation of Shari’a varies between Sunni and Shi’a sects of Islam as well as among individual adherents

WH.26 Culture. The student understands the relationship between the arts and the times during which they were created. TheCulture. The student understands the relationship between the arts and the times during which they were created. The

student is expected to:student is expected to:

WH.26A Identify significant examples of art and architecture that demonstrate an artistic ideal or visual principle fromIdentify significant examples of art and architecture that demonstrate an artistic ideal or visual principle from

selected cultures.selected cultures.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

ART, ARCHITECTURE THAT DEMONSTRATES ARTISTIC IDEAL OR VISUAL PRINCIPLE

Artistic ideals – refers to creative works that remain a model for later generations
Visual principles – balance, contrast, movement, emphasis, pattern, proportion, unity serve as a lens for analysis of works of
art

Classical Civilizations produced the artistic ideals that impacted western and eastern artistic traditions throughout history.

Greek sculptures and architectural use of columns

Roman sculptures; architectural use of arch, dome ; artistic mosaics

Chinese bronze casting; jade sculpture; terracotta warriors (sculpture); porcelain making and painting on porcelain;

calligraphy on silk

WH.26B Analyze examples of how art, architecture, literature, music, and drama reflect the history of the cultures inAnalyze examples of how art, architecture, literature, music, and drama reflect the history of the cultures in

which they are produced.which they are produced.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard
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Analyze

ART, ARCHITECTURE, LITERATURE, MUSIC, DRAMA REFLECT HISTORY OF CULTURES

Including, but not limited to: 

Post-Classical Era (600-1450)

Gothic cathedrals built several stories high were characterized by walls of windows (letting in the light of God) and flying

buttresses outside to support the walls. This architectural style became popular after the 12th century in Europe and reflected

the cultural influence of the Christianity.

Castles built as fortresses originally in Southeast Asia by Muslim conquerors was adopted as an architectural style in Europe

during the post-classical era and reflected the influence of feudal warfare.

Illuminated manuscripts in which the first letter of the chapter was adorned artistically were produced by Christian monks

working as scribes.

Arabesques geometric patterns and calligraphy mainly used in Islamic decoration reflected the prohibition within Islam of

artistic renderings of human figures, especially Muhammad.

Mosques architecturally characterized by domes and minarets. Minarets reflected the influence of the call to pray five times a

day.

Islamic poetry reflects the oral heritage of the nomadic Arab tribes, most famous of the Muslim poets is Rumi a 13th century

Sufi mystic.

Islamic literature produced during the Abbasid Golden Age includes One Thousand and One Nights, a collection of stories

from West and South Asia again reflecting the rich oral traditions of this region. Was later translated into English as The

Arabian Nights.

Noh drama developed in Japan during the 13th century is characterized by musical drama with an emphasis on the

interactions of the performers reflects the nature of eastern societies’’ emphasis on group cooperation.
Samurai armor and sword making reflected the influence of feudalism in Japan.

Chinese landscape paintings such as Strolling About in Spring and Dong Yuan’s Mountain Hall reflect the emphasis on

harmony with nature that characterizes eastern traditions.

Stupas and pagodas as an architectural style reflect the influence of Buddhism in East Asia and the emphasis on harmony

with nature.

Connecting Hemispheres (1450-1750)

European Renaissance

David  and St. George by Donatello (c.1386-1466), David and Pieta by Michelangelo (1475-1564)

Sculptures which reflect continued religious focus of early Renaissance as well as the influence of Greek artistic idealism of

the human

Mona Lisa by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), portrait of Henry VIII by Hans Holbein (1497-1543)
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Both reflect influence of  humanism

Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519),The Marriage of the Virgin by Raphael (1483-1520)

Examples of the influence of new more technical applications to art, in this case linear perspective

School of Athens by Raphael (14831520), St. Peter’s Basilica –architectinchief Michelangelo (14751564)

Examples of influence Greek and Roman culture

Giovanni Arnolfini and His Bride by Jan Van Eyck (c.1390-1441)

Example of the use of religious symbolism

The Book of the Courtier by Baldassare Castiglione

Reflection of the changes in society taking place during the European Renaissance

The Praise of Folly by Desiderius Erasmus

Example of Christian Humanist writing; reflected the changing thoughts about religion

Satirical examination of pious but superstitious abuses of Catholic doctrine and corrupt practices in parts of the Roman

Catholic Church

Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer

Tales from a group characters on a pilgrimage that presents critical portrait of English society at the time, and particularly of

the Church; reflects changing thoughts about religion and society

The Prince by Niccolò Machiavelli

Humanist influence is reflected in this writing about political power as well as reflects the beginning so the examination of

the nature of political power  as opposed to theological concepts

Julius Caesar by Shakespeare

Tragic play about the conspiracy against the Roman dictator Julius Caesar, his assassination and its aftermath reflects

concerns with succession issues in England and focus on the monarchy

Benin metal statues and masks were created for royal leaders to honor them and were made possible because of the tradition

of lost-wax casting that had previously developed in Africa

African masks used in religious ceremonies and ritual dances reflect the influence of spiritual beliefs of tribes living in Africa;

those wearing masks assumed the spirit of the character the mask represented and loss of their own identity

Age of Revolutions (1750-1914)

Romanticism developed as an intellectual movement in reaction to the Industrial Revolution and was reflected in art and

literature in Europe and the United States. Wanting to escape from the social changes taking place romanticism was

characterized by an emphasis on emotional experiences, exotic subjects and individuals’ interaction with nature.
Romanticism is evident in numerous landscape paintings produced during the 19th century as well as in the works of English

poets such as Keats, in historical adventure novels of Alexandre Dumas and the music of Beethoven.

Realism developed as an artistic and literary movement in reaction to industrialization and as a rejection of romanticism.
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Characterized by artwork depicting common people doing ordinary daily tasks and literature that was created in everyday

language and accessible to the masses. Most notable realism artwork was produced by Gustave Courbet and noted authors

associated with realism include Charles Dickens, Mark Twain and the Brontë sisters. 

WH.26C Identify examples of art, music, and literature that transcend the cultures in which they were created and conveyIdentify examples of art, music, and literature that transcend the cultures in which they were created and convey

universal themes.universal themes.

Identify

EXAMPLES OF ART, MUSIC, AND LITERATURE THAT TRANSCEND AND CONVEY UNIVERSAL THEMES

Including, but not limited to:

Art (Ex: Roman and Greek Architecture, Renaissance Art, East Asian Landscape Paintings)

Music (Ex: Beethoven, Mozart, Bach)

Literature (Ex: Dante Divine Comedy, Thomas More Utopia, Cervantes Don Quixote, Shakespeare)

WH.27 Science, technology, and society. The student understands how major scientific and mathematical discoveries andScience, technology, and society. The student understands how major scientific and mathematical discoveries and

technological innovations affected societies prior to 1750. The student is expected to:technological innovations affected societies prior to 1750. The student is expected to:

WH.27A Identify the origin and diffusion of major ideas in mathematics, science, and technology that occurred in riverIdentify the origin and diffusion of major ideas in mathematics, science, and technology that occurred in river

valley civilizations, classical Greece and Rome, classical India, and the Islamic caliphates between 700 and 1200valley civilizations, classical Greece and Rome, classical India, and the Islamic caliphates between 700 and 1200

and in China from the Tang to Ming dynasties.and in China from the Tang to Ming dynasties.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

ORIGIN AND DIFFUSION OF MAJOR IDEAS IN MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY THAT TOOK PLACE

BETWEEN 700 AND 1200

Including, but not limited to:

River Valley Civilizations (Pre 700s)

Mesopotamia

Plow

Pottery

Bronze
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Wheel

Arch

Sail

Cuneiform writing

Number system based on 60 and 360 degree circles

Phoenicians – alphabet
Egypt

Mummification of the dead

Pyramids

Hieroglyphics

Papyrus

Calendar system based on Nile’s flood cycle
Medical advancements in surgery and for repairing broken bones

Indus River Valley

Sewer and plumbing systems in Mohenjo-Daro

Planned city systems

Huang He River Valley

Writing system based on symbols

Silk

Coined money

Ironworks

Great Wall of China

Classical Greece

Balance and proportion in architecture – columns
Hellenistic Era – Alexandria center of science

Eratosthenes (closely calculated the Earth’s true size)
Aristarchus (Sun is larger than the Earth, and Earth and other planets revolve around Sun)

Hipparchus – latitude and longitude
Euclid and Pythagoras – geometry
Archimedes – value of pi
Sundial

Classical Rome

Architecture – arch, dome, and concrete

Aqueducts to transport water into cities
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Stone paved roads

Classical India

Astronomy – Earth is round
Mathematics – modern numbers, zero, decimals, value of pi to four decimal places (Aryabhata)
Sophisticated medical guides and complex surgery including plastic surgery

Islamic caliphates

Baghdad – House of Wisdom preserves and translates scientific and medical documents into Arabic
Astrolabe

Algebra

Tang to Ming China

Tang and Song China

Porcelain

Movable type

Gunpowder

Mechanical clock

Paper money

Magnetic compass

Ming China

Spurred by contact with Europe (e.g., telescope)

Trigonometry

Hydraulic powered devices for irrigation and agriculture

Snorkeling gear for pearl divers

WH.27B Summarize the major ideas in astronomy, mathematics, and architectural engineering that developed in theSummarize the major ideas in astronomy, mathematics, and architectural engineering that developed in the

Maya, Inca, and Aztec civilizations.Maya, Inca, and Aztec civilizations.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Summarize

SCIENTIFIC IDEAS DEVELOPED IN THE MAYA, INCA, AND AZTEC CIVILIZATIONS

Including, but not limited to:

Maya

Astronomy – observe the movement of the Sun, Moon, and stars and relate these to the activities of their gods
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Mathematics – 260 day religious calendar, concept of zero
Architectural engineering – elaborate pyramids, temples, and ball courts

Aztec

Astronomy and Mathematics – ceremonial calendar
Architectural engineering – Tenochtitlan designed as a planned city constructed on an island with raised causeways to the
mainland; aqueducts to bring fresh water to the city; elaborate temples, palaces, and pyramids

Incas

Astronomy – two separate calendars for the day and night
Mathematics – accounting device known as a quipu (knotted strings); decimal system incorporated in system of governing
Architectural engineering – elaborate temples and palaces Machu Picchu, extensive road system, uniform system of
architecture for government buildings in the empire ,terrace farming

WH.27C Explain the impact of the printing press on the Renaissance and the Reformation in Europe.Explain the impact of the printing press on the Renaissance and the Reformation in Europe.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

IMPACT OF PRINTING PRESS ON THE RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION

Including, but not limited to:

Printing press invented by Johannes Gutenberg in 1455

Renaissance – printers could massproduce copies of books at one time. Books were now cheap enough so that larger
numbers of people could buy them. Travel books and medical journals spread new ideas and led to the Scientific Revolution.

Literacy rose as more people began to read. Printing in vernacular languages made it easier for people who did not have a

classical education to read.

Reformation – printing the Bible in vernacular languages led larger numbers of people to interpret it for themselves. This led to
greater criticism of the Church and a call for reform.

WH.27D Describe the origins of the Scientific Revolution in 16th century Europe and explain its impact on scientificDescribe the origins of the Scientific Revolution in 16th century Europe and explain its impact on scientific

thinking worldwide.thinking worldwide.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Describe, Explain

ORIGINS AND IMPACT OF THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION (16th CENTURY EUROPE)
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Including, but not limited to:

The invention of the printing press facilitated remarkable cultural growth in Western Europe and served to increase literacy.

The Protestant Reformation created an environment in which medieval notions were challenged, especially about the nature of

the universe. Scientists began to propose the heliocentric theory along with the idea that a scientific method of observation

and experimentation should be the standard used to research and test knowledge. Eventually the heliocentric theory was

accepted and medieval science rejected. With the introduction of scientific method advances were made in medicine and the

pace of technological discoveries accelerated. 

WH.27E Identify the contributions of significant scientists such as Archimedes, Copernicus, Eratosthenes, Galileo,Identify the contributions of significant scientists such as Archimedes, Copernicus, Eratosthenes, Galileo,

Pythagoras, Isaac Newton, and Robert Boyle.Pythagoras, Isaac Newton, and Robert Boyle.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

CONTRIBUTIONS OF SCIENTISTS

Including, but not limited to:

Archimedes – considered the greatest thinker of his era, Archimedes was a Greek mathematician and physicist. His
mathematical writings explaining mechanics (e.g., the principle of the lever) were his most important contributions to western

knowledge.

Copernicus (14731543) – proposed the theory that the Sun not the Earth was the center of the solar system in
1507(heliocentric theory) , and that the Earth was really insignificant in the context of the universe.

Eratosthenes – considered the "father of geography" and first to calculate the circumference of Earth
Galileo (15641642) – developed and applied scientific principles that significantly increased astronomical understanding. In
1613, he proved Copernicus’ theory that the Sun was the center of the solar system (heliocentric theory). . Galileo also
developed the modern experimental method. He proved that objects of different masses fall at the same velocity.

Pythagoras (ca. 580500 BC) – a Greek philosopher and mathematician credited with the discovery that numbers are useful
for more than counting physical things. Mathematical ideas or formulas could help establish patterns in the apparently chaotic

nature in which he lived. Modern scientific theory is based on mathematical ideas associated with Pythagoras.

Sir Isaac Newton (16421727) – an English mathematician and physicist who devised principles to explain universal
gravitation, that all matter attracts other matter. He adapted the ideas of Galileo Galilei into three laws of motion including “for
every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.” Instead of explaining natural occurrences as the actions of a powerful
(and sometimes angry) God, Newton applied reason and rationality to the natural phenomenon and showed how all matter

was part of a whole.

Robert Boyle (16271691) – English physicist and chemist who discovered the nature of elements and compounds, the basis
of modern chemistry
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WH.28 Science, technology, and society. The student understands how major scientific and mathematical discoveries andScience, technology, and society. The student understands how major scientific and mathematical discoveries and

technological innovations have affected societies from 1750 to the present. The student is expected to:technological innovations have affected societies from 1750 to the present. The student is expected to:

WH.28A Explain the role of textile manufacturing and steam technology in initiating the Industrial Revolution and the roleExplain the role of textile manufacturing and steam technology in initiating the Industrial Revolution and the role

of the factory system and transportation technology in advancing the Industrial Revolution.of the factory system and transportation technology in advancing the Industrial Revolution.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

FACTORS THAT INITIATED AND ADVANCED THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Including, but not limited to:

Textile Industry

New inventions in the textile industry – flying shuttle, spinning jenny, spinning mule, water frame – modernize the cotton
and textile industry; quicker and cheaper production; demise of cottage industries

Cotton gin (Eli Whitney) – mechanized way to remove seeds from cotton; more labor could be dedicated to field work than
to seeding cotton; greater agricultural output results and leads to growth of slavery in the United States

Steam Technology

Steam engine as a source of power – James Watt
Steamboat makes water transportation easier – Robert Fulton (American)

Factory system

Factory system used for the housing of large machinery

Transportation technology

Improvement of roads in England – turnpikes and tollgates for profit; macadam roads of crushed rock that make
transportation easier

Railroads – inexpensive way to transport materials and finished products; creation of new jobs; boost to agriculture and
fishing industries that could be transported to different areas; brought rural people to cities to find work

WH.28B Explain the roles of military technology, transportation technology, communication technology, and medicalExplain the roles of military technology, transportation technology, communication technology, and medical

advancements in initiating and advancing 19th century imperialism.advancements in initiating and advancing 19th century imperialism.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain
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FACTORS THAT INITIATED AND ADVANCED IMPERIALISM (19th CENTURY)

Including, but not limited to:

Advances brought about by the Industrial Revolution allowed western nations to build empires

Military technology – made conquest of native people easier and faster

Ocean fleets

Modern rifles and rapid-fire artillery (Maxim guns)

Transportation technology – used to bring products to market and to transport people to areas that had been conquered both
by land and sea

Steamboats and steamships – facilitated upriver travel and allowed settlement beyond coastal areas
Railroads

Communication technology – allowed wide communication within and beyond conquered areas

Telegraphs and cables

Wireless radio

Medical advancements – controlled and eliminated diseases that prevented conquest of specific areas

Quinine – controlled yellow fever and malaria in tropical environment

WH.28C Explain the effects of major new military technologies on World War I, World War II, and the Cold War.Explain the effects of major new military technologies on World War I, World War II, and the Cold War.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

EFFECTS OF NEW MILITARY TECHNOLOGY ON WORLD WAR I, WORLD WAR II, AND THE COLD WAR

Including, but not limited to:

World War I

Poison gas – caused blinding, blistering, and death by choking
Machine guns – improved during WWI; large numbers of casualties at one time made it difficult for forces to advance and
created stalemates

Tanks – armored vehicles that moved across wide areas, but did not promote the fastmoving war that was planned
Airplanes – photo reconnaissance, dropping of bombs, warfare in the air
Submarines (Uboats) – unrestricted warfare on naval ships
Flame throwers – used to flush soldiers out of trenches

World War II

Jet fighters and bombers – improved and increased bombing raids
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Aircraft carriers – warships of deploying and recovering aircraft; acted as floating airbases
Amphibious vehicles – tanks, trucks, and landing crafts used when landing on beaches
Tanks – improved since World War I with strong firepower and armor
Ballistic missiles (V1 flying bombs) – guided warheads
Helicopters

Radar – use of electromagnetic waves to detect objects like airplanes and ships that improves communication and
espionage

Sonar – use of sound propagation to detect underwater submarines
Atomic bomb – Manhattan Project developed nuclear fission warheads dropped on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki that accelerated the end of World War II

Nonmilitary technology – synthetic rubber and penicillin
Cold War

Hydrogen bomb – had 1,000 times the power of an atomic bomb
Napalm – incendiary weapon used extensively in Korean and Vietnam conflicts
Intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) – longrange guided missiles used to deliver nuclear warheads
Satellites – improved communications and espionage
Rocketry – promoted the exploration of space

WH.28D Explain the role of telecommunication technology, computer technology, transportation technology, and medicalExplain the role of telecommunication technology, computer technology, transportation technology, and medical

advancements in developing the modern global economy and society.advancements in developing the modern global economy and society.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Explain

ROLES OF VARIOUS FORMS OF TECHNOLOGY AND MEDICAL ADVANCEMENTS IN DEVELOPING THE MODERN

GLOBAL ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

Including, but not limited to:

Telecommunications

Development of mass communication and information industries including satellites, computers, the Internet that allow

people to transmit information and business transactions quickly and cheaply

Television broadcasts of news and popular shows to different areas of the world in short amounts of time spread culture

Computer

Smaller computers developed as a result of the space program where equipment had to be downsized for space capsules

(e.g., silicon chips replace vacuum tubes)
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Variety of consumer products used computers and silicon chips as part of production – telephone, microwave ovens,
automobiles

Computers and the Internet allow people to transmit information and business transactions quickly and cheaply

Transportation

Modern airplanes (e.g., Concorde, make world travel faster and easier)

Bullet trains

Supertankers accelerate ocean trade

Interstate highways in the United States

Medical Advancements

Penicillin –  first step in the use of antibiotics to fight infections
Laser and ultrasound improves surgery

Medical imaging – CAT scans and MRIs provide threedimensional images of regions of the body
Genetic engineering and cloning that introduces new genes into an organism

WH.28EWH.28E Identify the contributions of significant scientists and inventors such as Marie Curie, Thomas Edison, AlbertIdentify the contributions of significant scientists and inventors such as Marie Curie, Thomas Edison, Albert

Einstein, Louis Pasteur, and James Watt.Einstein, Louis Pasteur, and James Watt.

Supporting StandardSupporting Standard

Identify

CONTRIBUTIONS OF SCIENTISTS AND INVENTORS

Including, but not limited to:

Marie Curie (18671934) – proved that radioactivity, when properly applied, was an effective treatment of some diseases.
Thomas Edison (18471931) – one of the greatest inventors of all time, received more than 1,300 patents for a range of items
including the automatic telegraph machine, the phonograph, and improvements to the light bulb, a modernized telephone, and

motion picture equipment

Albert Einstein (18791955) – one of the most wellknown and visionary physicists in the history of science, published article
on the theory of relativity, and his theories were critical to the development of the atomic bomb

Louis Pasteur (18221895) – French chemist discovered that heat could kill bacteria; he proved that the growth of bacteria
resulted from germs in the air and not spontaneous generation. He applied the process of heating liquids to kill bacteria to

other products including milk. The process is known as “pasteurization.”
James Watt (17361819) – a Scottish engineer, James Watt created a steam engine which worked faster and more efficiently
than earlier engines.
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WH.29 Social studies skills. The student applies critical-thinking skills to organize and use information acquired from a variety ofSocial studies skills. The student applies critical-thinking skills to organize and use information acquired from a variety of

valid sources, including electronic technology. The student is expected to:valid sources, including electronic technology. The student is expected to:

WH.29A Identify methods used by archaeologists, anthropologists, historians, and geographers to analyze evidence.Identify methods used by archaeologists, anthropologists, historians, and geographers to analyze evidence.

Identify

METHODS USED BY SOCIAL SCIENTISTS TO ANALYZE EVIDENCE

Including, but not limited to:

Archaeologists (artifacts, fossils, excavations, etc.)

Anthropologists (fieldwork, analysis of written records, DNA, etc.)

Historians (primary sources, secondary sources, oral history, etc.)

Geographers (GIS, satellite images, different types of maps, etc.)

WH.29B Explain how historians, when examining sources, analyze frame of reference, historical context, and point ofExplain how historians, when examining sources, analyze frame of reference, historical context, and point of

view to interpret historical events.view to interpret historical events.

Explain

HOW HISTORIANS, WHEN EXAMINING SOURCES, INTERPRET HISTORICAL EVENTS

Including, but not limited to:

Frame of reference

Historical context

Point of view

WH.29C Explain the differences between primary and secondary sources and examine those sources to analyze frame ofExplain the differences between primary and secondary sources and examine those sources to analyze frame of

reference, historical context, and point of view.reference, historical context, and point of view.

Explain

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SOURCES

Examine

SOURCES TO ANALYZE FRAME OF REFERENCE, HISTORICAL CONTEXT, AND POINT OF VIEW
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STAAR Note:

These skills will be incorporated into STAAR test questions from reporting categories 1-4 and will be identified along with content

standards.

WH.29D Evaluate the validity of a source based on language, corroboration with other sources, and information aboutEvaluate the validity of a source based on language, corroboration with other sources, and information about

the author.the author.

Evaluate

VALIDITY OF A SOURCE BASED ON

Including, but not limited to:

Language

Corroboration with other sources

Information about the author

WH.29E Identify bias in written, oral, and visual material.Identify bias in written, oral, and visual material.

Identify

BIAS IN MATERIAL

Including, but not limited to:

Written

Oral

Visual

WH.29F Analyze information by sequencing, categorizing, identifying cause-and-effect relationships, comparing,Analyze information by sequencing, categorizing, identifying cause-and-effect relationships, comparing,

contrasting, finding the main idea, summarizing, making generalizations and predictions, drawing inferences andcontrasting, finding the main idea, summarizing, making generalizations and predictions, drawing inferences and

conclusions, and developing connections between historical events over time.conclusions, and developing connections between historical events over time.

Analyze

INFORMATION BY

Including, but not limited to:
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Sequencing

Categorizing

Identifying cause-and-effect relationships

Comparing

Contrasting

Finding the main idea

Summarizing

Making generalizations and predictions

Drawing inferences and conclusions

Developing connections between historical events over time

STAAR Note:

These skills will be incorporated into STAAR test questions from reporting categories 1-4 and will be identified along with content

standards.

WH.29G Construct a thesis on a social studies issue or event supported by evidence.Construct a thesis on a social studies issue or event supported by evidence.

Construct

THESIS ON A SOCIAL STUDIES ISSUE OR EVENT SUPPORTED BY EVIDENCE

WH.29H Use appropriate reading and mathematical skills to interpret social studies information such as maps and graphs.Use appropriate reading and mathematical skills to interpret social studies information such as maps and graphs.

Use

APPROPRIATE READING AND MATHEMATICAL SKILLS TO INTERPRET SOCIAL STUDIES INFORMATION

Including, but not limited to:

Maps

Graphs

STAAR Note:

These skills will be incorporated into STAAR test questions from reporting categories 1-4 and will be identified along with content

standards.
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WH.30 Social studies skills. The student communicates in written, oral, and visual forms. The student is expected to:Social studies skills. The student communicates in written, oral, and visual forms. The student is expected to:

WH.30A Use social studies terminology correctly.Use social studies terminology correctly.

Use

SOCIAL STUDIES TERMINOLOGY CORRECTLY

STAAR Note:

These skills will be incorporated into STAAR test questions from reporting categories 1-4 and will be identified along with content

standards.

WH.30B Use standard grammar, spelling, sentence structure, and punctuation.Use standard grammar, spelling, sentence structure, and punctuation.

Use

STANDARD FORMS

Including, but not limited to:

Grammar

Spelling

Sentence structure

Punctuation

WH.30C Interpret and create written, oral, and visual presentations of social studies information.Interpret and create written, oral, and visual presentations of social studies information.

Interpret, Create

PRESENTATIONS OF SOCIAL STUDIES INFORMATION

Including, but not limited to:

Written

Oral

Visual

STAAR Note:

These skills will be incorporated into STAAR test questions from reporting categories 1-4 and will be identified along with content
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standards.

WH.30D Transfer information from one medium to another.Transfer information from one medium to another.

Transfer

INFORMATION FROM ONE MEDIUM TO ANOTHER

WH.31 Social studies skills. The student uses problem-solving and decision-making skills, working independently and with others,Social studies skills. The student uses problem-solving and decision-making skills, working independently and with others,

in a variety of settings. The student is expected to:in a variety of settings. The student is expected to:

WH.31A Use a problem-solving process to identify a problem, gather information, list and consider options, considerUse a problem-solving process to identify a problem, gather information, list and consider options, consider

advantages and disadvantages, choose and implement a solution, and evaluate the effectiveness of theadvantages and disadvantages, choose and implement a solution, and evaluate the effectiveness of the

solution.solution.

Use

PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS

Including, but not limited to:

Identify a problem

Gather information

List and consider options

Consider advantages and disadvantages

Choose and implement a solution

Evaluate the effectiveness of the solution

WH.31B Use a decision-making process to identify a situation that requires a decision, gather information, identifyUse a decision-making process to identify a situation that requires a decision, gather information, identify

options, predict consequences, and take action to implement a decision.options, predict consequences, and take action to implement a decision.

Use

DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

Including, but not limited to:

Identify a situation that requires a decision

Gather information
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Identify options

Predict consequences

Take action to implement a decision

Bold black text in italics: Knowledge and Skills Statement (TEKS); Bold black text: Student Expectation (TEKS)

Bold red text in italics:  Student Expectation identified by TEA as a Readiness Standard

Bold green text in italics: Student Expectation identified by TEA as a Supporting Standard

Blue text: Supporting information / Clarifications from TCMPC (Specificity)

Black text: Texas Education Agency (TEA)
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